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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The National Workshop on Energy Efficient Operations of Ships was held in Honiara, Solomon Islands from 
13 – 15 February 2018. The meeting was coordinated and facilitated by the Maritime Technology 
Cooperation Centre in the Pacific (MTCC-Pacific) and attended by representatives from the Solomon Islands 
Maritime Safety Administration (SIMSA), Solomon Islands Ports Authority (SIPA), Solomon Islands Women 
in Maritime Association (SIWIMA) and Solomon Islands Maritime Transport Association (SIMTA), and in 
particular their ship owner/operator members including Anolpha Enterprises, Franjti Shipping Company 
Limited, Isabel Development Company, Island Marine and Mechanical Engineering Contractor, Nofokava 
Transportation Logistics and Small Malaita Shipping Company Limited. The list of NW participants is 
attached in Annex 1. 
 
The purpose of the workshop was to gain the Solomon Islands government, the maritime administration, 
ports authority, women representatives and ship owners and operators to agree on measures to improve 
energy efficiency of shipping in the Solomon Islands and provide them with technical tools to progress 
toward energy efficient operations of ships. The national workshop agenda is attached in Annex 2.  
 
The workshop was held in two parts; the first day consisted of discussions on the initial Drivers-Needs-
Barriers-Actions (D-N-B-A) Matrix to identify what is important to local ship owners. Then a comprehensive 
coverage on of shore to ship interactions was presented. The second part consisted of technical matters 
relating to Ship Energy Efficiency Operations (SEEO); climate change, greenhouse gas emissions and 
Shore to Ship Energy Management measures. There was capacity building on the Energy Efficiency Design 
Index (EEDI), Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator (EEOI), Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan 
(SEEMP) and the overarching Pacific Islands Domestic Ship Safety (PIDSS) programme and potential 
technologies to reduce and improve energy use performance e.g. Propeller Boss Cap Fins (PBCF), Light 
Emitting Diodes (LED), Waste Heat Recovery System (WHRS) and such.  
 
This culminated in the closing group discussion to finalise feedback from the participants, SIMSA, SIMTA 
and SIWIMA representatives. A very informative update was provided by the CEO of SIPA highlighting the 
positive outcomes from energy management measures and the savings that had already been achieved as 
well as the enthusiastic commitment to making SIPA the most Green Port in the Pacific. 
 

The national workshop participants then agreed to implement relevant actions to progress towards Green 
Maritime Industry (ships, shipyards and ports) in the Solomon Islands in order to support a long-term 
objective for low-carbon maritime transport and contribute to the reduction of GHG emissions in Solomon 
Islands and the Pacific. The NW Outcomes Document is attached in Annex 3.   
 
All NW presentations are attached in Annex 4 in consecutive order as outlined in the Agenda.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The National Workshop on Energy Efficient Operations of Ships was held in Honiara, Solomon Islands from 
13 – 15 February 2018. The meeting was coordinated and facilitated by the Maritime Technology 
Cooperation Centre in the Pacific (MTCC-Pacific) and attended by representatives from the Solomon Islands 
Maritime Safety Administration (SIMSA), Solomon Islands Ports Authority (SIPA), Solomon Islands Women 
in Maritime Association (SIWIMA) and Solomon Islands Maritime Transport Association (SIMTA), and in 
particular their ship owner/operator members including Anolpha Enterprises, Franjti Shipping Company 
Limited, Isabel Development Company, Island Marine and Mechanical Engineering Contractor, Nofokava 
Transportation Logistics and Small Malaita Shipping Company Limited. The list of NW participants is 
attached in Annex 1. 
 
The purpose of the workshop was to gain the Solomon Islands government, the maritime administration, 
ports authority, women representatives and ship owners and operators to agree on measures to improve 
energy efficiency of shipping in the Solomon Islands and provide them with technical tools to progress 
toward energy efficient operations of ships. The national workshop agenda is attached in Annex 2.  
 
The national workshop provided capacity building in the areas of ship energy efficiency operations (SEEO), 
operational measures (SEEOM), management plans (SEEMP) and systems (SEEMS). However, the key Pilot 
Project on SEE is based on the critical need for data collection (DC). The significant ‘Outcome’ process and 
resulting document was developed to enrol and enhance the local Solomon Islands maritime sector and 
reinvigorate the Maritime Transport Association (SIMTA). Its membership of ship owners agreed to provide 
the essential baseline data on fuel consumption for up to six months in order to gain an understanding of 
where they are now and then determine what could be done to improve SEE, reduce fuel, costs and 
greenhouse gas emissions (GHGE).  
 
This ultimately fulfils the vision of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) implemented and 
European Union (EU) funded Global MTCC Network (GMN) for climate change mitigation established to 
assist the maritime transport sector of Small Island developing states (SIDS) and least developed countries 
(LDC). 
 
A media release was sent out at the end of the workshop noting the commitment of the participants to 
address issues affecting domestic shipping in the Solomon Islands, taking into consideration the need to 
contribute to national efforts in reducing GHGE, and with the view to operate ships more efficiently and 
implement energy efficient measures. Several tweets/retweets and posts/re-posts were also sent out on 
social media. Attached in Annex 7 are examples of communication and visibility activities that took place 
during the workshop. 
 

Group Discussions (Dr. M. A. Zullah, Maritime Industry Energy Efficiency Officer, SPC) 
 
The facilitator opened the floor for discussion and the following notes were recorded: 
 
 The stakeholders (ship owners) present in this NW were receptive to the concept of energy efficient 

operations of ships (SEEO) confirming that shipping is vital to the Solomon’s hence it is important that 
all shipping operators are involved in SEEO, not only for local inter-island shipping but also tourism, 
fishing industries and international shipping (that come into the Solomon Island’s two international 
ports- Honiara and Noro). 

 MTCC-Pacific’s initiative is beneficial in that it draws all operators together. There is an existing Solomon 
Islands Maritime Transport Association (SIMTA) and representatives present were very keen to revive 
and inform the association members about MTCC-Pacific.  MTCC-Pacific expressed its desire to formally 
present to SIMTA and provide tools to develop/improve energy management of vessels.  
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 MTCC-Pacific is here to assist the SI maritime sector in achieving the primary objective of reducing GHGE. 
However, it acknowledges the critical need for relevant and accurate data collection (DC) that will 
establish the base-line to fulfil this primary objective.  

 

Ship Energy Efficiency Operations (SEEO) Challenges & Ship Owner Issues with reference to 
the Drivers-Needs-Barriers-Actions (D-N-B-A) Matrix (Mark Davis, Transport Greenhouse Gas 

Adviser, SPC) 
 
The Drivers-Needs-Barriers-Actions (D-N-B-A) Matrix was developed from three previous NWs held at 
various fora over the last 14 months, including a submission by the Acting Director of SIMSA; and was used 
as the basis for the following discussion. 
 
Group Discussion: 
 

 The SI contribution to GHGE from the domestic vessels are assumed to be very low compared to 
international vessels that come to their ports and emit air pollution from heavy bunker fuel. 

 Participants felt that their needs to be studies on the GHGE from land transport as well. SIMTA will 
put forward recommendations to MID to conduct studies on determining the GHGE from land 
transportation and later compare it with the data collected by MTCC-Pacific from domestic vessels. 

 Typically, the ship will take on board enough cargo to make its voyage economical before it leaves 
the port (on an average it takes a week for the biggest cargo ship to meets its revenue target). The 
loading of cargo is based on meeting the revenue target rather than on the loading capacity or being 
efficient (saving fuel). 

 The PIDSS audit in SI is at the stage of measuring progress in maritime safety.  

 Influencing domestic vessels to implement MARPOL and use the best tools for progress in domestic 
ships has not been a priority. 

 
 

Energy Efficiency Operations Indicator (EEOI) on Data collection: 
 

 The project will initially commence with the collection of fuel oil consumption (FOC) data. Templates 
for this have been developed by MTCC-Pacific.  The data serves to provide MTCC-Pacific with a way 
of quantifying GHGEs and will be used to build a baseline to enable the design of suitable technology 
and operational activities that will assist in reducing GHGEs.  
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Matrix of Drivers, Needs, Barriers and Actions (D-N-B-A). 

Drivers Needs Barriers Relevant action 

Solomon Islands National Workshop on Energy Efficient Operations of Ships, Honiara, Solomon Islands, 13-15 February 2018  

Capacity Building  
(C-B) e.g. HR 
Development and 
Awareness of 
Training 
opportunities 

HR development 
More and better training institutions 

 Lack of higher (only up to Class 4) crew 
qualification 

 No idea about PIDSS program (for non-
participating vessels) 

 Insufficient resources 

Building an adaptive capacity that will ensure 
application of EE measures on board domestic vessels 

Costs of energy  Baseline DC to show reduction in fuel oil consumption (FOC) 

 Pacific Regional bulk purchase of fuel 

 Transition costs for additional or change of 
equipment 

 No SOPs and standards set for SI fleet 

 Insufficient financial resources (low per 
capita income) 

 Implement safety & energy management with the 
support of SPC (MSA, PIDSS and MTCC-Pacific) 

 Improve practices & implement Ship Energy 
Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP) under the 
PIDSS program 

Improve 
profitability of 
ships, reliability 
and efficiency of 
domestic shipping 

 Appropriate/relevant legal, regulatory and technical measures 
adapted to the size of the vessels and the capacity and resources 
of SI shipowners 

 Training on safety, efficiency including ship energy efficiency (SEE), 
etc. 

 Reduced competition that can compromise safety, efficiency and 
reliability of shipping services  

 Reduce lost time for berthing 

 Under-regulation & not locally adapted 

 Measures are often adapted to vessels of 
more than (>)50m while most of domestic 
vessels are under this size & old 

 Unfair competitive advantage for 
shipping/transport grant under [MID 
Central Project Implementation Unit 
(CPIU)] owners 

 Implementation of measures adapted to the Pacific 
domestic fleet 

 Control domestic fleet tonnaging and pre-
inspection/limitation for vessels purchase overseas 

 C-B of ship operators and crews on SEE measures 
and practises 

 Infrastructure development in outer islands to 
facilitate domestic shipping 

Legislation, 
Regulations and 
standards for 
domestic ships 
including safety, 
training, pollution 
prevention and 
efficiency 

 Create awareness of SIMSA and its regulations 

 Awareness of Maritime Compliance through mainstream media 

 Regulate traditional wooden boat building in regards to safe 
construction and operations 

 High cost of dry-dock facilities (4) 

 Lack of port control in outer islands to 
foster fair-trade between domestic vessels 

 Lack of support to provide information and 
technical tools on energy efficiency  

 Availability of new equipment & more affordable  

 Technical support and C-B provided by MTCC-Pacific, 
SPC & SIMSA to implement adapted measures  

 Infrastructure development in outer islands to 
facilitate domestic shipping and in SI ports to provide 
onshore power supply 

 Support from government through subsidies and tax 
incentives for safety, energy efficiency equipment, 
ship building and maintenance  

Acknowledging 
Pacific challenges  
by international 
community 

 Access to latest info- AtoN, SAR, hydrography, compliance & 
control of freight rates (4th highest annual increase in the world- 
17%pa) 

 Non-payment of subscriptions to IALA, IHO, 
Tokyo MoU & IMO because it is not seen as 
a priority by the Government. 

 Raise awareness in Government on ramifications of 
not engaging with the international community. 

Non-signatory to 
ICs 

 Unable to prosecute international ships that are non-compliant  Lack of ability or commitment by SIG  C-B- training & development 
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Availability of cost 
affordable spare 
parts & 
technologies 

 SI Government support in terms of duties and suitability of parts  Lack of integrated approach and support 
for maritime transport improvement 

 Submission to SIG that provides economic driver 

Insufficient 
specialised staff 

 Lack of training and cost of services  SIG & IDO (IMO, ADB etc.) funding  PIDSS (2010) & MTCC-Pacific (2017) working in 
conjunction has been introduced by SPC in the 
Pacific. 

Inconsistent 
purchase of 
vessels under 
grant 

 Non-disclosure of public information (open & transparent) in 
relation to funding, purchase and control of suitable ships 

Inconsistent approach to purchasing and 
differential funding mechanisms 

 Community pressure on SIG to  
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DAY 1: TECHNICAL WORKSHOP 
 
The following are the NW modules presented by the three MTCC-Pacific trainers as per the Agenda (Annex 
1). 
 

1 Ship Energy Efficiency Operations (SEEO) Challenges & Ship Owner Issues- D-N-B-A 
Matrix (Mark Davis, Transport Greenhouse Gas Adviser, SPC) 

 
This session was covered above. 
 

2 SEE Regulations & Related Guidelines (Mark Davis, Transport Greenhouse Gas Adviser, SPC) 

 
This session provided an introduction to ship roles, responsibilities, SEE measures and maintenance.  
 
Discussion 
 
The following points came out of the discussion from this session:  
 

 SI ship operators’ main focus is to provide reliable services to the community (social role) and GHGE is 
their least concern. However, they are were receptive to learn about the regulations and are keen to see 
regulations being implemented equally. 

 Unfair business trade (subsidized shipping) and unethical practices affect most of the businesses making 
it harder to operate economically.  

 Lack of training and discipline amongst the crew means that capacity building is very important and ship 
operators would like to acquire training for their crew to create awareness on safety and SEEOs. 

 

3 SEEO & Green-house Gas Emission (GHGE) Management to Operation (Mark Davis, 

Transport Greenhouse Gas Adviser, SPC) 
 
This session deliberated on the origins of air pollution (Airpol), climate change (CC) and GHG emissions, 
international global response; international shipping response and the main IMO instruments and historical 
developments.  
 
Discussion 
 
The following points came out of the discussion within this session:  
 

 Engine tuning is typically done locally after discussion with the engine manufacturers especially with 
Japanese engine manufacturers. Operating speed is determined for the voyage by the ship owner and 
given to the shipmasters. Unfortunately not strictly followed which leads to engine break downs.  

 There are two (2) international ports in SI but hundreds of jetties which do not have any compliance 
body to look after them. 

 There are no incentives for fuel savings in SI. Social and economic analysis might show the advantages 
of incentives in terms of bonuses and getting home early.  

 Maritime definitions differ from local understanding – slow steaming means service speed and vessel 
leasing means vessel charter.  

 Ship operators were very interested in new technologies and operational measures: 
o Propeller Boss Cap Fin (PBCF); 
o Just in Time (JIT) – voyage planning; and 
o Bunker calculation with regards to distance and time. 

 The average GT is 100,000 tonnes  for 273 vessels. 
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 Demand for cargo transportation is usually spread evenly except during the peak festive season when 
the frequency of the voyages increases. 

 In terms of the frequency of cleaning fuel tanks, they understand that it is done when the vessel goes on 
the slipway. Unfortunately, lack of ship maintenance knowledge leads to basic maintenance being left 
for the ship owners to attend to when breakdown occurs. 

 

4 Ship-Board Energy Management (Ore Toua, Maritime Training Adviser, SPC) 

 
This session focused on the following aspects of ship-board energy management: 
 

 ship-board organisation, roles and responsibilities; 

 overview of main ship-board EEMs; 

 trim optimisation, its impact and best practice; 

 ballast water management; 

 hull and propeller roughness and fouling; 

 engines and machinery utilization management; 

 fuel management: storage, treatment and purification; 

 technology upgrade; and 

 steam system and boilers. 
 

5 Ship-Port Interface & Energy Efficiency (Mark Davis, Transport Greenhouse Gas Adviser, SPC) 

 
This session introduced ports and port area emissions, ship time in port (TIP) and just-in-time (JIT) 
operations; technologies for port air quality (AQ)/GHGE reductions; ship in-port operational energy 
efficiency measures (OEEM); and onshore power supply (OPS)/cold ironing. 
 

6 Energy Management Plan (EnMP) & System (EnMS) (Ore Toua, Maritime Training Adviser, 

SPC) 
 

This session provided a brief overview of various ship-board management systems; company level energy 
management; energy audits and reviews, types and processes; and ship performance, monitoring and 
voyage performance analysis.  
 
Discussion 
 

 The most common measures taken by ship owners in SI to increase efficiency of their vessels are hull 
conditioning and propeller blade polishing but the cost of slip-way in SI is very expensive. 

 One of the ship owners took one of his vessels to Niigata Ship Yard (Japan) which was cheaper than 
putting the vessel on the SI slip-way. The quality of work done at the Niigata Ship yard was to 
international standards as reported by the ship owner from his prior experience from Solomon Island 
slip-way operators.  

 Top management slogan for operations are: 
o Stop one time; and 

o Go on time. 

 SIMSA has drafted a regulation on ship management safety (SMS) based on ISM Code. It’s still in the 
draft stage and has gone through parliamentary reading and will eventually be implemented 

 Contact information for some of the ship operators is a major problem and will be addressed soon. A 
request for the information will be posted in the National Newspapers with the names of shipping 
companies to get a prompt response.  

 Standard Operating Practices (SOP) have been implemented on some vessels in SI and the same checklist 
is being used by other operators to comply with safety issues. SIMSA is in the process of regulating the 
implementation of SoPs.  
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 Lack of crew discipline is an issue in implementing any measures on-board vessels in SI. 

 Three factors that affect the operations are cost, commitment and benefits. 
o The element of cost (revenue) is the main factor, secondly is the commitment of implementing the 

measures and finally the discipline of staff to record and reap the benefits of energy efficient 

measures.  

 A suggested better way to implement policy and regulation is to show in practice the benefit of any 

measures and through this it can be promoted. 

 There is lack of awareness on GHGE and no FOC DC system (DCS) is in place. Most of the ship operators 

do not have a log book on deck or in the engine room. SIMSA sells the log book and it is seen as an 

unnecessary cost.  

 Participants were encouraged to raise awareness of SEE through the media; and raise awareness of 

shipping regulation, legislation and implementation. 

o Need to change the conservative way of operation and educate the maritime sector on existing 

regulations which they are not complying with 

 Raise awareness of the regulatory body e.g. SIMSA.  
 

7 Pacific Island Ship Safety (PIDSS) Program (Ore Toua, Maritime Training Adviser, SPC) 

 
This was an introductory PIDSS session for participants defining the PIDSS programme, its goals, objectives 
and outcomes; defining PIDSS SMS; components and status of PIDSS and issues and lessons learnt.  
 
 

 
 
Discussion 
 

 PIDSS is available to assist ship engineers to review and improve their SMS and implementation of safety 
measures on board vessels. 

 The Pacific maritime sector lags behind the world in maritime travel whereas they should be leading it. 
Pacific people have navigated the sea for thousands of years, the region should have been leading 
maritime development and it is time to catch up with recent technology developments. 

 Participants felt that there should be a Pacific Maritime Organization similar to IMO that should look 
after the affairs of the region including the traditional perspective.  

 The region needs to adopt traditional and scientific methods to improve its maritime travel and PIDSS 
together with MTCC-Pacific will the pave the way for safe and efficient sea travel. 
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DAY 2: TECHNICAL WORKSHOP 

 
All Day 2 sessions presented by Dr. M. A. Zullah, Maritime Industry Energy Efficiency Officer, SPC. 
 

8 Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) Guideline 
 

This session provided an overview of the EEDI formula; EEDI calculation parameters; EEDI factors and 
correction factors; and example of a sample EEDI calculation 
 
Discussion 
 

 EEDI calculation is used for new vessels only but depending on the availability of specific ship data, EEDI 
can be calculated for existing vessels. 

 Most of the vessels operating here do not have drawings available and some of them that are available 
are mostly in Japanese.  
 

9 Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP) Guideline 
 
In this session, the main elements of SEEMP, implementation aspects and EEOI calculation process was 
covered. 
 
Discussion 
 

 For MTCC-Pacific SEE is central to its mission. Ship operators and engineers must first understand the 
concept of SEEMP and EEOI before moving forward to implementation to improve their SEE. MTCC-
Pacific can assist shipping companies in developing SEEMPs, measuring vessels using this and developing 
ways to improve SEE.  

 Participants requested simple templates so they do not create an additional burden for the ship crews.  

 Participants are interested to implement SEEMP to conserve fuel oil consumption (FOC) and lower 
passenger’s ticket fee. 

 Most of the participants have vouched to be collect FOC data. Data template will be simplified which will 
be easy to fill. 

 

10 Ship Energy Efficiency Operations (SEEO) Measures 
 

This session focused on operational energy efficiency measures with respect to operational management; 
maintenance and condition monitoring; auxiliary load management; trim/ballast optimization; hull and 
engine conditions; and system planning and reduced demand. 
 

11 Ship Energy Efficiency (SEE) Technical Measures 
 

This presentation focused on EEDI reduction method; ship hydrodynamics; propeller and propulsion system; 
engines and power systems; auxiliary machinery; economic assessment; and a case study on futuristic 
concept ships. 
 

12 Further SEE Measures 
 
This session focused on the development of DCS for FOC; DC; data analysis; and lastly followed by decision 
making on what further measures are required, if any.  
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13 Potential Fuel-oil Consumption (FOC) & Green-house Gas Emission (GHGE) Reductions 
 

This session explored the introduction and forecasting scenarios; simulation models; FOC and fuel cost 
forecasting. 
 

Discussion 
 

 The MTCC-Pacific NW has equipped ship owners with finer knowledge on ship maintenance and 
operation. Some measures learned from this NW will be implemented on board their vessels. 

 Trim optimization not practiced by the ship operators. The trim of a ship describes its floating position 
length wise, namely if the bow or the aft of the ship is more deeply submerged into the water. The trim 
can have a significant impact on a vessel’s energy demand for propulsion during sailing. The most 
efficient trim for a particular ship depends on its design, operational draft and speed.  

 The regulatory body can enforce Hull and propeller conditioning periodically. According to SOLAS 
regulation, every sea-going vessel has to undergo two dry docks within a period of 5 years.  

 All vessels have auto pilot options but it does not capable crew to operate it. Some vessel has deck 
equipment, which does not work because it was not properly maintained. 

 The maritime school in SI is only able to provide class 4 training ad lacks capacity to build capacities.   

 There is need to develop the technical capacity of locally available experts on energy efficiency 
especially. Solomon Island lacks the access to the technical experts due to high employment cost and 
government support. 

 Hugh interest on the PBCF. Many ship owners want to acquire this technology. MTCC-Pacific will provide 
the basic information and will introduce the PBCF manufacturers to the ships owners.  

 

14 Light Emitting Diodes (LED) 
 

This presentation focused on LED lightings, its efficacy and the cost evaluation of LED. LEDs for lighting 
solutions are gaining increasing importance in the shipping industry, based on their energy-saving potential 
and long service life. Any reduction in electricity consumption for lighting leads to a positive impact on the 
ship’s operating costs, as well as reducing the environmental impact. 
 
Discussion 
 

 Marine lighting consumes a large part of the electricity of the ship. This lighting for the most part is 
supplied with a voltage of 220 V. As light sources mainly use fluorescent lamps with an efficiency of 
60 Lm/W (lumens per watt), which replaced traditional incandescent bulbs in almost all newly built 
ships. In the old vessels, certain measures should be taken when installing new advanced lighting 
system. 

 Ship owners were very interested to install solar panels on top deck connected to the LED lights to 
minimize generator operation. However, cost and after installation service is important for ship 
owners. Success stories from private companies installing solar panels to reduce electricity 
consumption has gained a big interest in this technology.  

 SIPA is good example for all the ship owners. 
 

15 Shaft Generators 
 

This session focused on what a shaft generator is; vessels currently using shaft generators; energy saving; 
cost effectiveness and risk. 
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16 Waste Heat Recovery Systems (WHRS) 
 

This presentation focused on heat balance for engine without and with WHRS; PTG (Power Turbine & 
Generator) WHRS; STG (Steam Turbine & Generator) WHRS; and PT-ST combined waste heat recovery 
systems. 

DAY 3: WRAP-UP 

 
The final day was focused on presenting, reviewing and adopting the Outcomes statement developed from 
two days of deliberations. This was also an opportunity for ship owners to express their views on the MTCC-
Pacific program.   
 

17 Overview (Dr. M. A. Zullah, Maritime Industry Energy Efficiency Officer, SPC) 

 
MTCC-Pacific provided a summary on the deliberations of the NW:  
 
• Good overall attendance. 
• Group discussion on issues relating to SEEO. 
• Discussion on CC, GHGE and S/SEM measures. 
• Interactive knowledge transfer on EEDI, EEOI, SEEMP and PIDSS. 
• Interactive sessions on IMO GMN technology transfer and technical cooperation 
• Energy saving devices such as PBCF, LED, WHRS, SG and PV. 
 

18 Open table discussion from the Solomon Islands Maritime Transport Association (SIMTA) 
 
SIMTA was established under the charitable act and has five trustees who are usually either public figures 
or public enterprise CEO’s. 
 
Issues – SIMTA  
  
• Annual general meeting is held every year to appoint officials but was not held last year. Three unofficial 

representatives attended the NW  
• Annual fee of $2000SBD to join the SIMTA. Anyone can join SIMTA as long as they pay the annual fee.  
• Lack of awareness on the benefit of the SIMTA where they can provide technical assistance but the focus 

of most of the operators is financial gains only. 
• They want to resurrect the SIMTA so that they can contribute towards the legislation developed by the 

government and establishment of SIMA. SIMTA will be able to make a consolidated approach to private 
and public sector to improve the services. One voice for all the ship owners 

• Through the MTCC-Pacific NWs, they have realised the bigger benefit of SIMTA where they can 
contribute and benefit from the capacity building, get technical information and get the concerns raised 
to local government and international society.  

• Participants of the NW will make an extra effort to start SIMTA and promote the association’s benefits 
to the maritime business. An approach similar to Chinese business community, which is excelling in 
business through their association. SIMTA wants to have a similar approach where they can provide 
assistance in filling gaps in the maritime transports to prevent unfair maritime trade. 

• Do not have resources to provide the members with maintenance programme for engineers  
• Lack of appropriate training for crew 
• Improvement of outer islands maritime Infrastructure especially on cargo manifest 
• Technical support and capacity building programme 
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SIMTA Way Forward 
 
• Advocate on behalf of the member to liaise with maritime player locally and regionally 
• Realised the weakness of the SIMTA which has high potential for that SIMTA to represent its members. 

Maritime sectors is quite large compared to the land transportation. It is difficult to lobby ship owners 
to join the SIMTA.  

• Focus on sustainability and profitability 
• Enforce freights charges for fair competition with consultation with authorities 
• Tax Incentives for getting more energy efficient vessels and vessel spare parts 
 

SIMTA Outcomes 
 
• Members will revive SIMTA and advocate on other ship operators to join and voice their concern  
• Fully support MTCC-Pacific on DC. 
• Participant have shown strong support and appreciation of the MTCC-Pacific NW on SEE. The information 

relayed was new and very useful. 

• A checklist needs to be developed to assist when buying used ships. 

 

19 Update from Solomon Islands Women in Maritime Association (SIWIMA) (Rachael Anita 

and Cathy Taula Indu, SIMSA) 
 
• Established in July 2016 but has not been very active. The executive committee is always changing and 

members are unaware of the changes 
• SIWIMA will be signing a new constitution soon (3rd week of Feb, 2018). 
• The proposed constitution is complex and needs to be simplified, especially for SI.  
• Difficult for women in SI to speak out because of repercussions. 
• Advocacy and awareness would make them stronger through male support.  
• Men dominate maritime in SI and WIM will need support from men to champion SIWIMA, and promote 

its objective (especially given that the SI population ratio is 3 women to 1 man) 
 

20 Update from Solomon Islands Ports Authority (SIPA) (Eranda Kotelawala, SIPA CEO) 

 
• Informed participants of the energy audit at SIPA by MTCC-Pacific’s consultant, who highlighted some 

issues that have been implemented such as LED lighting upgrade. 
• A GHGE assessment was conducted and through this assessment, SIPA has managed to achieve a 

significant reduction in power consumption.  
• Savings of SBD40, 000 a month was achieved only by switching of wharf lights when not required. 
• Implemented one of the measures from audit to replace the lights with LED in the head office.  
• All wharf lights are going to be changed to LED lights (Honiara and Noro ports). 
• SBD5.5 million per year savings on electric bill in Honiara port and SBD1.1 million in Noro port. 
• Hybrid solar powered lights will be installed on the perimeter that adheres to the ISPS Code. 
• Looking to save 25% on electricity saving through lighting upgrade to LED’s. 
• Further developments are in the pipeline such as heavy lifting vehicles that will be replaced with hybrid 

types (electric and diesel). 
• Six new yard tractors will be added to the fleet which will make the container movements more efficient. 
• OPS system is not economical in SI because the electric infrastructure is dependent on diesel generators, 

which will add additional load to the system. 
• SIPA will eventually become the only port in the Pacific with the biggest LED lighting system. 
• Noro Port is looking at building a 1MW solar farm to power the reefers, which will be used for exporting 

tuna to international markets. 
• The two main drivers for SI port to become “Green” is the cost of the electricity and corporate social 

responsibility.  
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• Savings of at least 20% already been made from investment made from LED lights only. 
• Honiara port is also the first port in the region to meet the IPSI requirements (IMO SOLAS). 
• Fibre optics will be installed for CCTV monitoring (Professional Lighting Fiji, who did the CCTV installation 

in Fiji ports) and access will be provided to the customs, SIMSA and police. 
 

21 Review of Outcomes Document (Mark Davis, Transport Greenhouse Gas Adviser, SPC) 

 
MTCC-Pacific presented a draft Outcomes Document for review and adoption; and edits were actively made 
on the document. The Outcomes Document was then adopted with the consideration that slight 
wordsmithing may take place. The finalized document is attached as Annex 3.  
  

22 Closing Remarks (Jimmy Nuake, Acting Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Infrastructure 

Development, Solomon Islands) 
 
On behalf of the SI government, the Acting Permanent Secretary, Jimmy Nuake thanked MTCC-Pacific and 
SPC for the organisation of this NW. He thanked all the participants for attending this NWs and supporting 
MTCC-Pacific with its initiative. He reiterated the importance of the DC and contribution towards GHGE 
reduction and uptake of energy efficient operations. He acknowledged the excellent work SIPA’s has 
implemented towards the “Green Port” initiative and serves as a great example for MTCC-Pacific project in 
Solomon Islands. 
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MTCC-PACIFIC – Solomon Islands National Workshop on Ship Energy Efficient 
Operations (SEEO) 

Honiara, Solomon Islands, 13-16th February, 2018 
 

PROGRAMME 

Time 
Agenda 

Item* 
Agenda issues Presenters 

Day 1 – 13th February, 2018 – Technical Workshop (Ship Energy Efficient Operations) 

0800 Registration 

0830 
Welcome Addresses: 

Solomon Islands Maritime Transport Representatives (MID & SIMSA) 
MTCC-Pacific Transport Greenhouse Gas Adviser 

0900 – 1030 

1  
Ship Energy Efficiency Operation (SEEO) Challenges- 
Ship Owners Issues- Discussion of N-B-R-A Matrix: ‘Outcome’ 

MTCC-Pacific 

2  
SEE Regulations and Related Guidelines 

- Introduction to ship roles and responsibilities 
MTCC-Pacific 

1030-1100 Tea Break 

1100 – 1230  

3  

SEEO & GHGE Management 

- Origins of air pollution (airpol) and climate change (CC) 

- CC & GHG emissions (GHGE) 

- International global response 

- International shipping response 
- Main IMO regulations and historical developments 

MTCC-Pacific 

4  

Ship-Board Energy Management 

- IMO regulatory framework (FW)- ship energy efficiency 
(SEE) 

- MARPOL Annex VI Chapter 4 

- Brief introduction to SEEMP GL 

- Brief introduction to SEE Operations Index (EEOI) GL 

MTCC-Pacific 

1230 – 1330 Lunch 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1330- 1500 

5  

Ship-Port Interface and Energy Efficiency 

- Introduction to ports and port-area emissions 

- Ship time in port and just-in-time (JIT) operations 

- Technologies for port air quality (AQ)/GHGE reductions 

- Ship in-port operational energy efficiency measures 
(OEEM) 

- Onshore power supply (OPS) 
 

MTCC-Pacific 

6  

Energy Management Plan (EnMP) and System (EnMS) 

- Brief overview of various ship-board management systems 

- Company level energy management  

- Energy audits and reviews, types and processes 

- Ship performance, monitoring and voyage performance 
analysis 
 

MTCC-Pacific 

7  

Pacific Island Domestic Ship Safety (PIDSS) 

- Goals, Objectives & Outcomes 

- PIDSS SMS 

- Components 

- Status 

- Issues and Lessons Learnt 

MTCC-Pacific 

1500- 1530 8  Open Discussions  

1530- 1600 Tea Break 

End Day 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
  

Time 
Agenda 

item 
Agenda issues Presenters 

Day 2 – 14th February, 2018 – Technical Workshop (Ship Energy Efficient Operation) 

0845 Participants arrive 

0900 – 1030 

1  

Guidelines for EEDI 

- Overview of EEDI formula 

- EEDI calculation parameters 

- EEDI factors and correction factors 

- Example of a sample EEDI calculation 
 

MTCC-Pacific 

2  

Guidelines for SEEMP 

- Main elements of SEEMP 

- Implementation aspects 

- EEOI calculation process 

- Video - Best Practice For Fuel-Efficient Operation 
 

MTCC-Pacific 

1030-1100 Tea Break 

1100 – 1230  

3  

Operational energy efficiency measures 

- Operation management 

- Maintenance and condition monitoring 

- Auxiliary load management 

- Trim/ballast optimization 

- Hull and engine conditions 

- System planning and reduced demand 
 

MTCC-Pacific 

4  

Technical energy efficiency measures 

- EEDI reduction method 

- Ship hydrodynamics 

- Propeller and propulsion system 

- Engines and power systems 

- Auxiliary machinery 
 

MTCC-Pacific 

1230 – 1330 Lunch 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1330 – 1545 

5  

Further measures to enhance the energy efficiency of 
ships 

- Development of a data collection system (DCS) for 
fuel consumption 

o data collection; 
o data analysis; and  
o followed by decision-making on what further 

measures, if any, are required 

MTCC-
Pacific 

6  

Potential to reduce emissions and fuel consumption 

- Introduction and forecasting scenarios 

- Simulation model 

- Fuel consumption and fuel cost forecast 
 

MTCC-
Pacific 

7  

LED 

- What is LED? 

- Efficacy of led 

- Cost evaluation for LED application 

MTCC-
Pacific 

8  

Shaft Generators 

- What is shaft generator system? 

- Vessels using shaft generator  

- Energy saving 

- Cost effect 

- Risk 

MTCC-
Pacific 

9  

Waste Heat Recovery System (WHRS) 

- Heat Balance for Engine without & with WHRS 

- PTG(Power Turbine & Generator) WHRS 

- STG(Steam Turbine & Generator) WHRS 

- PT-ST Combined Waste Heat Recovery System 
 

MTCC-
Pacific 

1545- 1600 10  Open Discussions  

1600- 1630 Closing Remarks 

End Day 2 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Time 
Agenda 

item 
Agenda issues Presenters 

Day 3 – 15th February, 2018 – Technical Workshop (Ship Energy Efficient Operations) 

0845 Participants arrive 

0900 – 1030 

1  Overview of Workshop MTCC-Pacific 

2  Discussion with SIMTA  SIMTA 

1030 – 
1100 

Tea Break 

1100 – 1230  

3  Women in Maritime Association SIWMA 

4  Port Authority Update SIPA 

5  Outcome document finalised All 

6  Closing remarks 
Permanent 
Secretary 
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FIRST NATIONAL WORKSHOP ON ENERGY EFFICIENT OPERATION OF SHIPS  

Honiara, Solomon Islands, 13-15 February 2018              

OUTCOMES 

 

1. The First National Workshop on Energy Efficient Operations of Ships held in Honiara, Solomon Islands 

from 13 to 15 February 2018. The workshop was coordinated and facilitated by the Maritime 

Technology Cooperation Centre in the Pacific (MTCC-Pacific) and attended by representatives from 

the Ministry of Infrastructure & Development, Solomon Islands Maritime Safety Administration 

(SIMSA),, Islands Marine & Mechanical Engineering Contractor, Small Malaita Shipping Company Ltd, 

I.D.C Shipping, Franjti Shipping, Lauru Shipping Ltd, Nofokava Transportation and Anolpha 

Enterprises. The list of participants is attached in Annex 1.  

 

2. MTCC-Pacific is hosted by the Pacific Community (SPC) in collaboration with the Secretariat of the 

Pacific Regional Environment Programme (SPREP) that form part of the Global MTCC Network (GMN), 

a project implemented by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and funded by the European 

Union (EU) with the aim of building capacity of small island developing states (SIDS) and least 

developed countries (LDC) for climate mitigation in the maritime industry.  

 

3. The welcoming speech was delivered by the Solomon Islands Acting Permanent Secretary for the 

Ministry of Infrastructure and Development (MID), Jimmy Nuake, and highlighted the commitment 

of Solomon Islands saying, “Increasing the energy efficiency of the Maritime Transport Industry (MTI) 

is a priority for our nation and for our region. The Solomon Islands Government is committed to lead 

by example and we are calling on leaders in every sector of our MTI to join us in making 

energy efficient operations a priority.”. 

 

4. The opening remarks were delivered by the Director of SIMSA, Capt. Timothy Whiteford Harris, who 

welcomed the participants and recalled the ongoing process of changing from the Government 

Maritime Safety Administration (SIMSA) to an independent self-governing Maritime Authority 

(SIMA). 

 

5. In his opening address, MTCC-Pacific (Maritime) Transport Greenhouse Gas Advisor reiterated the 

commitments from MTCC-Pacific Host Institutions (SPC & SPREP) and its partners to assist the Pacific 

region in climate mitigation in the maritime transport industry and support the uptake of new 

technologies and operations. 

 

6. The purpose of the meeting was to gather the relevant maritime transport industry stakeholders, 

government and administration, and ship operators to agree on measures to improve energy 

efficiency of shipping in the Solomon Islands and provide them with technical tools to progress 

towards ship energy efficient operations.  
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The participants:  

 

7. Agreed to take relevant action to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions (GHGE) and create awareness 

amongst the ship owners/operators in Solomon Islands on the benefits of ship energy efficient ship 

operations (SEEO) toward reduction of fuel oil consumption and reduction of GHGE.  

 

8. Recognize the drivers, needs, barriers and relevant actions stated in Annex 2 that include: 

i. Capacity Building (C-B) e.g. HR Development and awareness of training opportunities; 

ii. Improve profitability of ships, reliability and efficiency of domestic shipping; 

iii. Legislation, regulations and standards for domestic ships including safety, training, 

pollution prevention and efficiency; 

iv. Acknowledging challenges of the pacific by the international community; 

v. Non-signatory to International Conventions; 

vi. Availability of cost affordable spare parts and technologies; 

vii. Insufficient specialized staff; 

viii. Inconsistent purchase of vessels under grant; and 

ix. Cost of Energy. 

 

9. Agreed to participate and be involved in MTCC-Pacific pilot-projects on energy efficient operations 

of ships and data collection that will assist in implementing immediate actions adapted to Solomon 

Islands registered vessels and ports. 

 

10. Agreed to collect and share relevant data on fuel oil consumption through an Agreement between 

SIMSA and MTCC-Pacific and request MTCC-Pacific to provide templates and assist in collection and 

reporting, ensuring confidentiality and accessibility of information. 

 

11. Recognized existing traditional shipping methods with available technology capabilities and future 

opportunities in Solomon Islands to build and maintain safe, energy efficient vessels. 

 

12. Requested MTCC-Pacific to coordinate and facilitate a follow-up workshop with the Pacific Island 

Development Ship Safety Programme (PIDSS) to present and discuss progress on measures 

implemented in 2017-2018 related to energy efficiency and data collection in the Solomon Islands 

maritime transport industry. 
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Annex 1 – List of participants 
 

 # Name Job Title Organisation Email Address/ Phone Number 

TECHNICAL WORKSHOP 

1 Jimmy Nuake Acting Permanent Secretary Ministry of Infrastructure Development  Jnuake@mid.gov.sb 

2 Timothy Harris Acting Director of Marine  Solomon Islands Maritime Safety Administration  Tharris@mid.gov.sb 

3 Leslie Lazarus  Private  Sector Ship Surveyor Island Marine & Mechanical Engineering Contractor  Lazaruslesliel4@gmail.com 

4 Simon Wame Chief Executive Officer  Small Malaita Shipping Company s.wame@hotmail.com 

5 Derek Saru Chief Marine Officer  Solomon Islands Maritime Safety Administration  dereksaru@gmail.com 

6 Norian Buloro OPM Assistant   I.D.C Shipping  757 4465 

7 Joy Rurime Manager  Franjit Shipping  Franjitshipping@gmail.com  

8 Daniel Letia Accountant  Lauru Shipping Ltd 7962915 

9 Kathy Nori MD Nofokava Transportation  Kathy.nofakava@gmail.com  

10 Rachael Anita  Senior Marine Officer  Solomon Islands Maritime Safety Administration  RAnita@mid.gov.sb 

11 Cathy Taula Indu  Assistant Registrar of Ships  Solomon Islands Maritime Safety Administration  CTalua@mid.gov.sb 

12 David Faradatolo GM Anolpha Enterprises  Kokomu1006@gmail.com 

13 Mark Oge CSO Anoplha Enterprises   

14 Bradley Alaua Operations Manager  Small Malatia  baddley@gmail.com  

15 Francis Nori Managing Director  Nofokava Transportation  fnofkava@gmail.com  

ORGANISER 

1 Mark Davis Transport Green House Gas Adviser MTCC-Pacific markd@spc.int  

2 Ore Toua Maritime Training Adviser  MTCC-Pacific/The Pacific Community oret@spc.int  

3 Zullah M. A Maritime Industry Energy Efficiency Officer MTCC-Pacific zullahm@spc.int  
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Annex 2 – Matrix of drivers, needs, barriers and relevant actions 
Drivers Needs Barriers Relevant action 

Capacity Building  (C-B) 
e.g. HR Development and 
Awareness of Training 
opportunities 

HR development 
More and better training institutions 

 Lack of higher (only up to Class 4) crew 
qualification 

 No idea about PIDSS program (for non-
participating vessels) 

 Insufficient resources 

Building an adaptive capacity that will ensure application of EE 
measures on board domestic vessels 

Costs of energy  Baseline data collection (DC) to show reduction in FOC 

 Pacific Regional bulk purchase of fuel 

 Transition costs for additional or change 
of equipment 

 No SOPs and standards set for SI fleet 

 Insufficient financial resources (low per 
capita income) 

 Implement safety & energy management with the support of SPC 
(MSA, PIDSS and MTCC-Pacific) 

 Improve practices & implement Ship Energy Efficiency Management 
Plan (SEEMP) under the PIDSS program 

Improve profitability of 
ships, reliability and 
efficiency of domestic 
shipping 

 Appropriate/relevant legal, regulatory and technical 
measures adapted to the size of the vessels and the 
capacity and resources of SI shipowners 

 Training on safety, efficiency including ship energy 
efficiency (SEE), etc. 

 Reduced competition that can compromise safety, 
efficiency and reliability of shipping services  

 Reduce lost time for berthing 

 Under-regulation & not locally adapted 

 Measures are often adapted to vessels of 
more than (>)50m while most of 
domestic vessels are under this size & old 

 Unfair competitive advantage for 
shipping/transport grant under [MID 
Central Project Implementation Unit 
(CPIU)?] owners 

 Implementation of measures adapted to the Pacific domestic fleet 

 Control domestic fleet tonnaging and pre-inspection/limitation for 
vessels purchase overseas 

 C-B of ship operators and crews on SEE measures and practises 

 Infrastructure development in outer islands to facilitate domestic 
shipping 

Legislation, Regulations 
and standards for 
domestic ships including 
safety, training, pollution 
prevention and efficiency 

 Create awareness of SIMSA and its regulations 

 Awareness of Maritime Compliance through mainstream 
media 

 Regulate traditional wooden boat building in regards to 
safe construction and operations 

 High cost of dry-dock facilities (4) 

 Lack of port control in outer islands to 
foster fair-trade between domestic 
vessels 

 Lack of support to provide information 
and technical tools on energy efficiency  

 Availability of new equipment & more affordable  

 Technical support and C-B provided by MTCC-Pacific, SPC & SIMSA to 
implement adapted measures  

 Infrastructure development in outer islands to facilitate domestic 
shipping and in SI ports to provide onshore power supply 

 Support from government through subsidies and tax incentives for 
safety, energy efficiency equipment, ship building and maintenance  

Accept Pacific ‘approach’ 
by International 
Organisations 

 Access to latest info- AtoN, SAR, hydrography, compliance 
& control of freight rates (4th highest annual increase in 
the world- 17%pa) 

 Non-payment of subscriptions to IALA, 
IHO, Tokyo MoU & IMO because it’s not 
seen as a priority by the Government. 

 Raise awareness in Government on ramifications of not engaging with 
the international community. 

Non-signatory to ICs  Unable to prosecute international ships that are non-
compliant 

 Lack of ability or commitment by SIG  C-B- training & development 

Availability of cost 
affordable spare parts & 
technologies 

 Solomon Islands Government support in terms of duties 
and suitability of parts 

 Lack of integrated approach and support 
for maritime transport improvement 

 Submission to SIG that provides economic driver 

Insufficient specialised 
staff 

 Lack of training and cost of services  SIG & IDO (IMO, ADB etc.) funding  PIDSS (2010) & MTCC-Pacific (2017) working in conjunction has been 
introduced by SPC in the Pacific. 

Inconsistent purchase of 
vessels under grant 

 Non-disclosure of public information (open & transparent) 
in relation to funding, purchase and control of suitable 
ships 

Inconsistent approach to purchasing and 
differential funding mechanisms 

 Community pressure on SIG to  
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MARITIME TECHNOLOGY COOPERATION CENTRE – PACIFIC (MTCC-PACIFIC)

CAPACITY BUILDING FOR CLIMATE MITIGATION IN THE 
MARITIME SHIPPING INDUSTRY

THE GLOBAL MTCC NETWORK (GMN) PROJECT

National Workshop on Ship      
Energy Efficient Operations-

Introduction 
Presenter: MTCC-Pacific

Q1-2 2018

Objective

• Deliver a workshop in line with the IMO Training 
course on Ship Energy Efficient Operations (SEEO)

• Target= shipowner and government organisation 
representatives from the Maritime Transport Sector

• Duration 2.5 days

• Dates: Q1-2 2018

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is 
funded by the European Union and is 

implemented by the IMO

Content

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Content contd

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is 
funded by the European Union and is 

implemented by the IMO

Climate Change Impact Recap
• Tropical Cyclones (TC) increasing 10% intensity by 2100

• TC winds Category 2>150km/h to Cat 5 >250km/h

• TC Winston Fiji 2016 largest ever recorded TC

• Sea surface temperatures increase (↑SST) >25oC 
trigger e.g. El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO)

• Increase temperature 1oC = increase rainfall 5%

• Coastal Hazards (CH) = sea level rise (SLR) + storm surge 
(SS= 1cm/hPa) + erosion prone area (epa) impacts

• Mean Sea Level >1m by 2100, higher near equator

• 1m SLR = 1km inundation (flooding)

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is 
funded by the European Union and is 

implemented by the IMO

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHGE)

• 1. MARPOL Annex VI Prevention of Air Pollution 
Chapter 4- GHGEs mandatory reporting

• 2. GHG/CO2e = CO2 (GWP=1) + N2O (300) + CB*

• 3. MTCC- Reduce GHGEs and improve ship/shore 
energy efficiency (SEE): ↑SEE α ↓GHGE

More detailed discussions in the following days
MARPOL- International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships

GWP- global warming potential

*N2O- nitrous oxide & *CB- carbon black

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO
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CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION (CCM)

• CC Mitigation= avoid unmanageable 
(CCM = ↓GHGE)                                     
(CC Adaptation = manage unavoidable)

• Equipment- Engine, Boiler or After-treatments

• Energy- Alternative Fuels &/or Power Systems

• Ship/Shore Efficiency Operational Measures 
(SEEOM)- ship or port &/or terminal

• SEEO Indicators (SEEOI) from baseline data & 
Management Plan (SEEMP) ↑systems to ↓costs

• Pilot Project(s)- Leader-Ship(s) to LED the way!

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

IMO Framework

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

EEDI

IMO EE 
Regulatory FW

MBMs

EEOI

SEEMP

Ship owner 

/ operator

Owners / 

charterers

EEDI and SEEMP: Mandatory from 2013

EEOI: Voluntary

Data collection system (DCS): tbc

MBMs: Discussion currently suspended

ShipyardDCS

DCS for EEOI & SEEMP under PIDSS (SMS)

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Will be fully described in later Modules

Conclusion

• I trust you will enjoy our workshop and that we can 
work together to save energy, and costs, while 
meeting the Fiji PM, as President of COP23, 
commitment to GHGE (NDC*), climate impact 
mitigation and meet SDG14*.

• We look forward to working with those who choose 
to become Leader-ships for our pilot program.

Thank you
*NDC: Nationally Determined Commitment- Net Zero Carbon (NZC) 2030

*SDG: Sustainable Development Goal#14- Oceans

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO
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MARITIME TECHNOLOGY COOPERATION CENTRE – PACIFIC (MTCC-PACIFIC)

CAPACITY BUILDING FOR CLIMATE MITIGATION IN THE 
MARITIME SHIPPING INDUSTRY

THE GLOBAL MTCC NETWORK (GMN) PROJECT

Climate Change and the 

Shipping Response
Presenter: MTCC-Pacific

National Workshop

Q1-2 2018

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Content

 Origins of air pollution (Airpol) impact on climate change (CC)

 CC and GHG emissions (GHGE)

 International (global) response

 International shipping response

 Main IMO instruments and historical developments

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

The origins

- Climate Change Impact Recap

- The energy / technical choices

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Climate Change Impact Recap

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Combustion case:

Engines and Emissions

Fossil fuel + Air

Carbon Dioxide (CO2) + Water 

(H2O) + Nitrogen (N2)

+ Various gas compounds + 

Particulate Matter 

(PMx)/Carbon Black (CB)

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Air emissions impacts
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The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Air pollution and the Issue of GHG

- Air Pollution (Airpol)

- Climate system

- GHGE & environmental impact (EI)

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Main air emissions

 Nitrogen Oxides: NOx 

 Sulphur Oxides: SOx

 Particulate Matter (PM) / Carbon Black (CB) / hydrocarbon (HC) 

aerosols

 Oxides of carbon: CO and CO2

 Carbon compounds – methane (CH4) and volatile organic carbon 

(VOC)

 Ozone (O3) 

 Fluoro/Chlorofluorocarbon compounds - CFC, PFC, SF6 and HFC 

(halogen compounds - Cl &F)

 Etc.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Man-made GHGE

 Kyoto Protocol identified six 

(6) main gases as:

 Carbon dioxide (CO2);

 Methane (CH4);

 Nitrous oxide (N2O);

 Hydrofluorocarbons

(HFCs);

 Perfluorocarbons (PFCs);

 Sulphur hexafluoride 

(SF6).

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

GHG warming effect

An idealised model of the natural greenhouse effect. [IPCC 2007 AR4 WG I]

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

GHGE & the atmosphere

 The link between GHGE and 

industrial activities is unequivocal.

 All types of GHGE show a sharp 

rise since industrialisation.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

GHGE and Shipping

- GHGE from shipping

- MARPOL Annex VI & its Chapter 4
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The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

World Fleet evolution from 1914-2007

 Continuous increase 

in:

 Number of ships

 Growth tonnage

 Average tonnage 

(size)

Source: Lloyd's Register, Statistical Tables, World 

fleet statistics 2000 

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

MARPOL Regulations
Prevention of Pollution from Ships/Carried by Sea

 Annex I - PoP Oil (EiF 02.10.83) 

 Annex II - PoP Noxious Liquid Substances- Bulk (EiF 02.10.83)

 Annex III - PoP Harmful Substances- Packaged (EiF 01.07.92)

 Annex IV - PoP Sewage (EiF 27.09.03)

 Annex V - PoP Garbage (EiF 31.12.88)

 Annex VI - PoP Air (EiF 19.05.05)

PoP- Prevention of Pollution by …

EiF- Entry into Force on …

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

MARPOL Annex VI scope

 

Engine related 

emissions (NOx, 

SOx, GHG) & 

incineration 

Equipment related emissions (ODS 

- refrigerants & fire extinguishing 

systems, incinerators)   

Cargo related emissions 

(VOCs on tankers) 

Regulated by MARPOL ANNEX VI 

Fuel quality and 

availability 

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

MARPOL Annex VI

 Chapter 1 – General: introduces some of the basics of the 
Convention as well as certain useful definitions.  

 Chapter 2 – Survey, certification and means of control: describe 
the Survey requirements, certification system and control principles 
including Port State Control (PSC) issues and violation detection 
and enforcement. 

 Chapter 3 – Requirement for control of emissions from ships:
this chapter details the measures to address various air pollutants 
and important related issues as bunker management and stopping 
incineration. 

 Chapter 4 – Regulation on energy efficiency for ships: the 
purpose of the chapter is to regulate some operational and design 
aspects. Some elements of this new part of the Annex VI enters into 
force in January 2013

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

MARPOL Annex VI - Chapter 4

IMO developed framework
 Regulations 19, 20, 21, and 22 deal with EEDI and SEEMP.

Will be fully described in Module 2

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Overview of IMO Activities on GHGE
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The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

2nd IMO GHG Study 2009 content

 Introduction to shipping and its legislative framework 

 GHGE from shipping 1990–2007

 Technological and operational potential for reduction of GHGE

 Policy options for reductions of GHGE …

 Scenarios for forecast of future shipping GHGE

 Climate change impacts (CCI)

 Comparison of GHGE of CO2 from ships with GHGE from other 

modes of transport

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

2nd GHG Study finding:

Breakdown of shipping GHGE

CO2 is the main 

shipping GHGE.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

2nd GHG Study finding:

Shipping relative efficiency

Typical range of ship CO2 efficiencies compared to rail, road and air freight -

in the Second IMO GHG Study 2009

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

2nd GHG Study finding:

Shipping compared to other industries 

(global)

in the Second IMO GHG study 2009

In 2009, Shipping

accounted for less than

2.7%. This share is

forecast to increase in

the future
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2nd GHG Study finding:

Potential for reduction of CO2

SEEMP & operation related measures

EEDI & technology related measures

Company dependent

Vessel dependent 
Table in Second IMO GHG study 2009
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2nd GHG Study finding:

Policy approaches to reduce GHGE

Policy approaches at the IMO

Technical Operational Economical 

Command and control 

policy focus on Ships 

and management

Market-Based 

Mechanisms 

focus on Global 

objective Included in 

Annex VI 

Chapter 4

Deferred
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2nd GHG Study finding:

Main findings

 Shipping was estimated to have emitted ~1GT/3.3% of the global 

GHGE during 2007. 

 International shipping was estimated to have emitted ~0.9GT (90%) 

/2.7% of the global GHGE in 2007.

 CO2 is the most important GHG emitted by ships. 

 A significant potential for reduction of GHGE through technical and 

operational measures had been identified. 

 Energy efficiency of ships could potentially be 25% to 75% below 

the current levels.

 A number of policies to reduce GHGE from ships were conceivable. 

 Shipping had been shown, in general, to be an energy-efficient 

means of transportation compared to other modes.
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3rd IMO GHG study finding:

Shipping share of global CO2 emissions

International shipping share of total 

global GHGE was 2.2% in 2012
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3rd GHG Study finding:

Fuel consumption details by ship type & system
Annual shipping fuel consumption per ship type and combustion 

system
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IMO Measures

 All studies shows that absolute level of shipping emissions and its 

global share will increase despite the current agreed measures.

 Thus further measures for energy efficiency are being debated.

 Currently, it is on a “data collection system” (DCS) that primarily aim 

to regulate the ship’s fuel consumption measurement.

 Since April 2014, IMO reached preliminary conclusions on a general 

description of a Global Integrated Shipping Information System 

(GISIS) Country Maritime Profile (CMP) database. 

 The draft developed DCS identifies three core elements including: 

1. data collection by ships;

2. flag State functions in relation to data collected including 

verification; and 

3. establishment of a centralized database by the IMO. 
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IMO Further measures

 The main features of the IMO DCS are:

 Applicable to ships of gross tonnage more than (>) 5000 GT

 Annual reporting

 IMO# ship identification number

 Confidentiality of data such as transport work will be observed.

 Guidelines will be developed to deal with various details of data 

collection and verification activities.

 Registered owner will be responsible for submission of data to 

Administration

 Administration will be responsible for verification (can be 

delegated to Recognized Organizations/ROs).

 A Statement of Compliance (SoC) will be issued by an RO to 

each ship annually.

 This work still under progress.
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Summary

 Consequence of combustion outcome

 Global impact on ecosystems

 International actions:

 UNEP

 IPCC

 UNFCC and Kyoto Protocol

 International shipping and IMO

 UNCLOS

 MARPOL Convention

 IMO GHG studies and their findings

 MARPOL Annex VI 

 Overview of IMO activities leading to energy efficiency regulations and 

further measures.
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The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union 

and is implemented by IMO

Thank you

Any questions?
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Content

 IMO regulatory framework for ship energy efficiency (SEE).

 MARPOL Annex VI Chapter 4 Regulations

 Guidelines (GL)- development of SEEMP

 Guidelines (GL)- calculation of EEOI
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IMO framework for GHGE control from ships

EEDI

IMO EE 

Regulatory FW
MBMs

EEOI

S-EEMP

Ship owner 

/ operator

Owners / 

charterers

EEDI and SEEMP: Mandatory from 2013

EEOI: Voluntary

Data collection system (DCS): to be developed

MBMs: Discussion currently suspended

Shipyard

DCS
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EEDI, EEOI and SEEMP links

Source: IMO presentation on Technical measures
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EEDI, EEOI and SEEMP processes
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PART 1 – MARPOL Annex VI Regulations on 

Ship Energy Efficiency Operations (SEEO)

• Amendments to Annex VI

• Chapter 4 Regulation
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Amendments to Annex VI
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New Chapter 4 of MARPOL Annex VI 

Regulations
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IMO MARPOL Annex VI Chapter IV [MEPC.176(58)]

Chapter Ⅳ

 Reg. 19 Application

 Reg. 22 SEEMP

 Reg. 23 Promotion of Technical Co-operation (TC) and Technology   

Transfer (TT) relating to the improvement of SEEOs
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Regulation 19 - Application
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Regulation 19 - Applications

 This chapter shall apply to all ships of (≥) 400 GT. 

 The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to: 

 Ships solely engaged in voyages within waters of Flag State. 

 However, each Party should ensure …that such ships are 

constructed and act in a manner consistent with Chapter 4, as 

far as reasonably practical (AFARP). 
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Regulation 22 - SEEMP
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Regulation 22 - SEEMP
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Verification that a SEEMP is on-board

 The verification will be done as part of first intermediate or renewal 

survey, whichever is the first, after 1 January 2013.
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Regulation 23 - Promotion of Technical

Cooperation (TC) & Technology Transfer (TT)
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Regulation 23 - Promotion of TC & TT

 MSAs shall, in co-operation with IMO and other international bodies, 

promote and provide, as appropriate, support directly or through 

IMO to States, especially small island developing states (SIDS), that 

request technical assistance (TA). 

 MSAs shall provide TC with other MSAs, …, to promote technology 

development, TT and exchange of information to States which 

request TA, particularly SIDS, for implementation of … the 

requirements of chapter 4 of this annex, in particular regulations 

19.4 to 19.6." 
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CF (‘carbon’ factor = GHGE) [Clause2.1]

 CF: Conversion factor between FOC & CO2 emission.

 CF corresponds to the fuel used when determining Specific Fuel 

Consumption (SFC) listed in the NOx Technical Code (NTC) File.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

PART 3 – Guidelines- SEEMP
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Content

 SEEMP Guidelines

 SEEMP Features

 SEEMP Implementation

 Discussion

Discussion
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Guidelines (GL)

for Development of SEEMP

Resolution MEPC.213(63): 2012 Guidelines for the 

Development of a SEEMP, Adopted on 2 March 2012
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Introduction 

 SEEMP GLs have been developed to assist with the preparation 

of SEEMP required by Regulation 22 of MARPOL Annex VI.

 SEEMP provides:

 A possible approach for improving ship and fleet EE 

performance over time; and

 Some options to be considered for optimizing the 

performance of the ship.

 SEEMP purpose

 The purpose of a SEEMP is to establish a mechanism for a 

company and/or a ship to improve the SEEO. 
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SEEMP for ship OR shore-side (company)?

 SEEMP should be developed as a ship-specific plan by the company.

 … SEEMP should be adjusted to the characteristics and needs of 

individual companies and ships. 

 … it is recommended that a company also establishing a “SEEMP” to 

improve fleet energy performance and stakeholders’ coordination.
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SEEMP Framework and Main Elements
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SEEMP framework

 The SEEMP works 

through 4 steps:

 1. Planning,

 2. Implementation

 3. Monitoring, and

 4. Self-evaluation 

 These components play a 

critical role in the 

continuous cycle to 

improve SEEOs. 

Continual 

Improvement

Evaluation 

and 

Improvement

Planning

ImplementationMonitoring

Plan

Do

Act

Check
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Planning
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Planning - Importance

 Planning is the most crucial 

stage of SEEMP.

 It primarily determines both 

the current status of ship 

energy usage (baseline) 

and expected improvement. 

 Therefore, it is encouraged 

to devote sufficient time to 

planning.

Check

Continual 

Improvemen

t

Evaluation 

and 

Improvement

Planning

ImplementationMonitoring

Plan

Do

Act
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Planning – Identification of ship-specific 

“energy efficiency measures” (SEEM*)

 Recognizing that:

 There are a variety of options to improve SEE.

 That the best measures differs to a great extent for ship type, 

cargoes, routes and other factors, 

 The specific measures to improve SEE should be identified in 

the first place. 

 After identification of the SEE Measures (SEEM*), they should be 

listed as a package for implementation.
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Planning – Company Energy Management Plan

Ship Energy 

Management 

Stakeholders

Ports

Shipyard

Ship Owner

Ship operator

Ship Charterer

Cargo Owner

 The improvement of energy efficiency of a ship does not necessarily depend on 

ship management only. A number of stakeholders are involved.

 More coordination between stakeholders is more rewarding …

 Company should do the coordination rather than the ship.

 … a “company Energy Management Plan” (EnMP) is recommended to manage 

the fleet and make stakeholders’ coordination.
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HR development

 Raising awareness and providing necessary training for 

personnel both shore and ship-side are an important element.

 Such human resource development is encouraged and should be 

considered as an important component of planning as well as a 

critical element of implementation.
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Planning - Goal setting

 Goal setting is part of planning.

 Goal settings are voluntary and there is no 

need for announcement to public nor are 

they subject to external inspection.

 Purpose of goal setting is to increase 

commitment to improving SEE.

 The goal can take any form:

• Annual FOC

• EEOI targets

 The goal should be measurable and easy 

to understand.
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Implementation
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Implementation – Establishment of Energy 

Management System (EnMS)

 EnMS for implementation of the selected 

measures by developing the procedures, 

tasks and responsibilities ...

 SEEMP should describe how each measure 

should be implemented and who the 

responsible person(s) is. 

 The implementation period (start and end 

dates) of each selected measure should be 

indicated. 

 The development of EnMS can be 

considered as a part of planning, and 

therefore may be completed at the planning 

stage.

Continual 

Improvement

Evaluation 

and 

Improveme

nt

Planning

Implement

ation
Monitoring

Plan

Do

Act

Check
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Implementation – Record keeping

 The planned measures should be implemented 

in accordance with the predetermined EnMS. 

 Record-keeping for the implementation of each 

measure is beneficial for self-evaluation and 

should be encouraged. 

 If any identified measure cannot be 

implemented for any reason(s), the reason(s) 

should be recorded for internal use.
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Monitoring and Evaluation

Continual 

Improvement

Evaluation 

and 

Improvement

Planning

Implement

ation
Monitoring

Plan

Do

Act

Check
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 Consistent data collection (DCS) is the foundation of monitoring.

 The monitoring system (EnMonS), including the procedures for 

collecting data and the assignment of responsible personnel, should be 

developed. 

 The development of the monitoring system can be considered as a part 

of planning, and therefore should be completed at the planning stage.

 … to avoid … burdens on ships' staff, monitoring should be carried out 

as far as reasonably possible by shore staff, …..… 

Monitoring tools
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Self-evaluation and improvements

 Self-evaluation and improvement is the final phase of the 

management cycle.

 This phase should produce meaningful feedback for the next 

improvement cycle.

 The purpose of self-evaluation is to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

planned and implemented measures.

 For this process, procedures for self-evaluation of SEEM* should be 

developed. 

 Furthermore, self-evaluation should be implemented periodically by 

using data collected through monitoring.
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 A proposed format is included in the GL.

SEEMP format
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Summary on SEEMP GLs

 SEEMP FW is based on Plan-Do-Check-Act continuous improvement 
cycle.

 When developing SEEMP, all the above elements need to be defined 
at the planning phase.

 At its core, SEEMP has a number of EEMs together with their:

 Implementation methods

 Monitoring and checking

 Self assessment

 Roles and responsibility (R&R)

 Processes and procedures.
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Vinaka for your attention

Do you have any questions?

For more information please see: 
www.spc.int

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union 

and is implemented by IMO

Thank you

http://www.imo.org/
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Shipping Management and Operations Overview
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Shipping company organisation
 A shipping company has a number of 

departments; two are important.

 Operations (fleet management): Main 

role-

 Maximise the economic and safe 

deployment of the ships (planning, 

scheduling, etc.) 

 Coordination with other departments, 

ships, charterers, ports, agents, etc.

 Technical: Main role-

 Keep ships in a seaworthy condition. 

 Ship maintenance and repairs 

 New building projects, etc.
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Characteristics of shipping companies

 Not all shipping companies are the same:

 Business aspect

 Ship type and cargo carried, 

 The way they are managed, etc.

 Business characteristics: Liner, tramp, industrial, owner, operator, 

manager, etc.

 Fleet characteristics: Ship types and sizes.

 Cargo characteristics: Liquids, bulk, containers, packaged, etc.

 Ports they use and their impacts on ships
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Shipping segments

 Shipping segments by geography of operation:

 Deep-sea shipping

 Short-sea shipping

 Coastal shipping

 Inland waterways.

 Shipping segments by operation

 Liner operations: Liners operate according to a published 

itinerary and schedule similar to a bus line. 

 Tramp operations: Tramp ships follow the available cargoes 

similar to a removal van.

 Industrial operations: Usually own the cargoes and control the 

vessels used. They operate within a wider company business 

framework, thus differ from other two segments.
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Ship/fleet planning

 Planning takes place at a number of levels.

 Business planning:

 Longer term planning / decisions 

 Which shipping segment? Which area of operation? What type 

of cargos? Partnership with other players? etc.

 Choice of ship types and sizes

 Commercial planning:

 Medium-term planning / decisions

 Focus is primarily on optimal routing, scheduling, operations, etc.

 Routine (operational) planning:

 Deals with a variable operational/commercial environment.

 Decisions have only short-term impact

 This could happen in part of the tramp shipping segment.
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Speed selection and cruising speed

 Choice of ship speed is a crucial commercial and operational 

decision

 Ships normally are not operated above design speed and also have 

a minimum speed to ensure safety.

 The term fleet deployment refers to how best a fleet could be used.

 Selection of speed is part of the deployment aspects.

 Speed selection is normally the main issue for liner and industrial 

operators.

 It impacts their level of service, number of ships deployed, etc. with 

consequences on the profitability of the business.
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Other important operational aspects

 Regulatory compliance:

 Fleet must comply with regulatory requirements.

 Maintenance management:

 Scheduled maintenance in a port or a shipyard

 Surveys by classification society in a shipyard. 

 Unplanned maintenance

 Shrinking size of crews and how to deal with maintenance

 Fuel procurement:

 A significant cost of the ship operation

 Depending on who pays for fuel, a variety of activities takes 

place for procurement of fuel with correct quality, quantity and 

price levels.
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Other important operational aspects

 Ship port visits and operations

 A major operation of the ship.

 Significant level of coordination needed with ports.

 Choice of ports are part of business or commercial planning but 

port calls coordination is part of routine planning.
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The role of the management in reducing GHGEs

 Shipping company 

management has the biggest 

impact and responsibility for 

↓GHG within the fleet
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Fuel saving a win-win scenario for ship operation 

economy and the environment

 Reducing ship generated GHG

can be a win-win situation for all 

involved.

 It can reduce operational costs 

as well as protecting the 

environment.
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Incentives for operators to save fuel

 The incentives for ↓GHG will 

include ↓fuel costs, 

maintenance costs and down-

time in port. 

 There is an issue referred to as 

“split incentives” that impacts 

effort for ↓GHG.

 This will be discussed later.
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Fleet Optimisation and Slow Steaming
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Ship speed terms commonly used

 Design speed: Technically speaking, a ship is designed for a 

specific operating speed (design speed). 

 Slow steaming: This term refers to running a ship at a significantly

lower speed than its design speed. 

 Ship economic speed: It generally means a speed at which the 

ship transport as a whole yields the best financial results under the 

given constraints of engine power, sea conditions, port and 

waterways dues, and other commercial / financial requirements of 

the charterer. 

 Service speed: The origin of this term is to do with relationship 

between charterer and ship owner and refers to the average speed 

maintained by a ship under normal load and weather conditions. 

 Maximum speed: This term defines the maximum speed of a ship 

that the ship-owner claims the ship can practically can achieve. 
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Power and speed relationship
 Resistance α (ship speed)2

 Propulsion power = Resistance * (ship speed)

 Propulsion power α (ship speed)3
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Typical ship speed-power curve
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Ship fuel consumption versus speed

 Propulsive power α (Ship speed)3

 Fuel consumption α (Ship speed)3

 Distance travelled α Ship speed

 Fuel consumption per nautical mile  α  (Ship speed)2

Source: Geography of Transport System, adapted from Notteboom et al (2009)

Impact of speed on 

fuel consumption

Different levels of 

slow steaming

Impact of ship size on 

fuel consumption
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Economics of slow steaming

 What is the optimal speed for slow steaming?

 Answer should be based on overall ship costs 

versus speed.

 The diagram by Clarkson is for a VLCC. 

 Slow steaming is highly effective in reducing a 

ship’s fuel cost; more so at high fuel prices 

(compare blue BC2 to BC1 trends).

 At higher fuel prices, more aggressive slow 

steaming is beneficial (compare points 1 & 3).

 For low charter rates, and at a fixed fuel price, 

more aggressive slow steaming is beneficial 

(compare points 1 and 2).
In the calculations, 

the need for 

deployment of 

more ships are 

included.
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Slow steaming advantages and disadvantages
Slow steaming benefits

 Charterer

 Lower fuel consumption

 Lower bunkering frequency

 Technical operator

 Lower average engine load

 Lower yearly cylinder oil 

consumption

 Ship’s crew

 Lower bunkering frequency

 Longer time between ports

 Environment

 Lower NOx per voyage

 Lower CO2 per voyage

 Lower SOx per voyage

Slow steaming disadvantages

 Charterer

 Longer voyage time and higher 

charter fees per voyage.

 Need for additional ships to deliver 

the same amount of cargo

 Technical operator

 Higher machinery working hours

 Tendency for faster ship’s hull 

fouling.

 Higher maintenance costs due to 

engine operation at low loads.

 Ship’s crew

 More maintenance work linked to 

engine low load operation

 Longer periods away from ports.

 Environment

 Likely to have higher CO

 Likely to have higher PM
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Ship owner technical considerations

 Main engine operational limits (minimum load for safe engine 

operation).

 Economiser performance and reliability (economiser fouling, not 

enough steam production)

 Turbocharger operation, performance and maintenance (fouling, 

lack of energy for turbo operation, possible need for operation of 

auxiliary air blowers, …)

 Propeller performance (not optimal condition).

 Hull paint type and fouling rate (increase in fouling, impact on 

performance of hull coating, …)
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Ship Loading and Capacity Utilisation
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International load line convention

 The International Load Line regulations 

require that every ship is issued with a Load-

Line certificate every 5 years. 

 The certificate is subject to annual and 

intermediate surveys.

 The Load Line is placed mid-way between the 

forward and after perpendiculars.

 It gives the draft of the ship that is the legal 

limit to which a ship may be loaded.

 A ship may have multiple load lines.

 This will result in the ship carrying less cargo 

when using lower draft load lines.

 Depending on load line chosen, amount of 

cargo carried and port dues will vary.
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International load line convention
 The IMO 1969 International Tonnage 

Convention is used to measure the gross 

tonnage of ships. 

 The gross tonnage is normally used to calculate, 

amongst other things, the amount of port dues 

that a ship has to pay. 

 The cost of port dues can be very significant 

over the ship’s lifetime. 

 If a ship is operating on the following condition, 

then it may use lower certified GT to reduce its 

port dues:

 Visit to ports with a draught restriction

 Lack of transport demand

 Where the cargo has a high volumetric value
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Ship loading: Importance of ship capacity utilization
 Ship Load (capacity) Factor: Actual cargo load divided 

by design deadweight (for bulk cargo).

 The above definition will be based on cargo TEU for 

containership or meter-lane for ro-ro ships.

 Ship must operate with a high load factor to be energy 

efficient.

 High load factor means lower fuel consumption per unit of 

cargo.

 Ships may operate without utilizing their full cargo loading 

capacity because of:

 Poor design

 Lack of transport demand

 Loading aspects and other operational aspects.
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Ship loading: Proper cargo weight and cargo 

arrangement on-board

 The importance of accurate weight declaration and cargo 

arrangement on-board

 Route and ballast plan

 Container packing

 Accurate weight of the container

 Pre calculation of optimum trim and ballast

 Distribution of cargo on board
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Ship stowage factor

 ‘Stowage Factor’ for bulk cargo: If a cargo is light for its volume, 

then the holds may be full but the ship may not be down to its load 

line marks.

 The “stowage factor” indicates how many cubic metres of space is 

needed for one metric tonnes of cargo.

 In other words, stowage factor is the volume to weight ratio of a 

cargo.

 This is very important factor when loading bulk cargos.

 In such a case, the ship’s master and chief officer calculations are 

important for full utilization of ship capacity if the cargo is light.
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Technology upgrades and ship capacity
 In case of ship technology upgrade, the following questions need to 

be clarified are:

 Will this additional equipment alter the ship gross tonnage?

 Will this additional equipment alter the ship’s lightweight?

 If the equipment increases the gross tonnage, there will be a 

financial penalty over the whole of the life time of the ship with port 

dues. 

 If the lightweight increases, this increase in lightweight will equally 

reduce the ship deadweight capacity.

 This is not good for ship energy efficiency.

 In summary, new equipment must not increase ship lightweight or 

gross tonnage significantly.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Ship loading aspects

 The distribution of cargo onboard and the amount of ballast needed 

to maintain adequate stability, particularly with ships that carry a 

large amount of deck cargo is critical.

 Also information on the ship’s optimum trim and optimum amount of 

ballast onboard for a particular voyage is needed.

 Trim adjustment is impacted by ship loading practices.

 Ballast aspects: Ballast water is needed for stability, trim, or to keep 

the propeller and rudder submerged. Optimization of the amount is 

important for energy efficiency. 

In summary, ship capacity utilisation and loading of the vessel with 

due consideration for energy efficiency provides good opportunities 

for energy saving.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO
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and is implemented by IMO
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Ship-board Roles and Responsibilities
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Ship-board organisation and responsibilities
 The Master is in full control and has ultimate 

responsibility.

Departments-

 Deck (Operation and Cargo)

 Chief Officer

 Second Officer, etc.

 Engine (Technical)

 Chief engineer

 Second engineer, etc.

 Catering (steward’s)

 Chief Steward and his/her staff 

 Food and all aspects of provisions.

 Cleaning and maintaining officers' quarter

 Managing the stores, etc. 
[Maritime Profession Promotion Foundation]
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Main ship-board staff impact on energy saving

 The Master: their commitment to SEE is vital; otherwise it will not 

succeed. 

 The Chief Officer (2nd in command): Plays significant roles on the 

cargo and loading/unloading operations, ballast management 

operations, trim optimisation, etc. 

 The Chief Engineer: Plays a major role on technical issues 

including the maintenance, condition and performance of engines 

and various machinery and the way they are utilised. 

 The Second Engineer: By virtue of being the most engaged person 

in the engine department on day to day operation and maintenance 

of various systems, has the second most important role in engine 

department.
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Importance of communications between 

departments

 Main issue: Lack of optimal communications 

between departments leads to waste of energy.

 For example, communication between deck and 

engine departments is essential for machinery 

use optimisation. 

 To increase communications and collective 

planning, some policies may be put in place:

 Set up daily meetings.

 Plan ship-board work activities for reduction 

of electricity, compressed air, fresh water, 

etc. use together.

 Plan cargo operations for saving energy.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO
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Ship-board energy efficiency measures
 Optimized ship handling

 Optimized trim

 Optimized ballast

 Optimum use of rudder and autopilot

 Optimized propulsion condition

 Optimized hull

 Clean propellers

 Optimized main engines

 Optimized auxiliary machinery

 Fuel management

 Boilers and steam system

 Maintenance and energy efficiency

 Technical upgrades and retrofits
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Trim Optimization
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Trim Optimisation - Summary

• Trim influences FOC significantly, with evidence showing up to 4% 

savings.

• Trim impact is via changes to ship hydrodynamics and resistance.

• For every ship, there is a range of optimal trim; 

• The optimum trim is a function of ship speed and draft.

• For certain ship types in particular those with higher speeds, slimmer 

body, pronounced bulbous bow and flat stern, trim will have more 

impact.

• Optimal trim are established either through extensive model testing 

or computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analytical methods.

• To achieve optimal trim, due consideration should be given to ship 

loading and its load planning.

• Ballast water (BW) and to some extent bunker fuel may be used to 

trim the vessel.
The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Ballast Water (BW) Optimization
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BW Optimisation – Energy efficiency methods

• Carrying less BW: 

• To save fuel, it is generally desirable to carry less weight.

• Less ballast should not contravene any of the regulations and 

compromise the ship safety.

• Also, this should not cause non-optimal trim.

• Efficient ballast management operations: This means performing the 

operation in a way that is more energy efficient. For example:

• Gravity assisted ballast exchange is preferred to simple 

pumping in/out processes.

• Sequential ballast exchange is more energy efficient than the 

flow-through method as less water needs to be displaced.

• Trim optimisation: Ballast should be used for trim optimisation.

• Sediment removal: Sediment removal leads to more cargo capacity 

and energy efficiency.
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BW Optimisation – Voyage management aspects

 The voyage should be planned taking into account when BW exchange 

can be carried out. 

 Also, trim optimisation and adjustments while in passage should be 

pre-planned relative to the port normally even-keel operation. 

 Sediment uptake and removal should be controlled as part of voyage 

planning to ensure minimal level of sediments.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO
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Hull and Propeller Condition and Cleaning
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Hull Coating

 For lower speed ships skin friction 

resistance dominates;

 For a VLCC at full load condition 

90% of resistance is from hull 

friction;

 Strategy: Reducing hull friction 

resistance.

 There are advanced hull coating 

that may be used for this purpose.

 Application of advanced coatings 

will be more expensive but return 

on investment could be short.
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Main factors that influence hull fouling rates:
 Initial roughness of the hull

 Quality of hull coating 

 Robustness of the coating with respect to mechanical damage

 The areas of the hull where there is sunlight 

 Sea water temperature

 The salinity of the water (performance of coating will be a function of 

salinity of water)

 Amount of algae in the water

 Ship speed and its operation profile

 Hull maintenance

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Hull cleaning

 Regular in-service cleaning is beneficial if damage to coating is 

avoided.

 For partial cleaning, the priorities:

 Forward third of hull.

 Remainder of hull working from forward to aft with emphasis on 

areas which have more exposure to light.

 Regular cleaning of macro-fouling is highly recommended.

 For best results, the scheduling of cleaning should be based either 

on performance monitoring or on regular under-water inspections. 

 Regular inspection, photographs and roughness measurements 

would be a prudent way to monitor the impact of cleaning and the 

condition of the coating.
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Propeller aspects

 Similar to the hull surface, propellers suffer degradation in 

performance due to surface roughness.  

 Polishing will mainly reduce the frictional losses of the propeller but 

will in many cases also reduce the rotational losses.

 Corrosion and cavitation erosion and impingement attack can cause 

roughness.

 Improper maintenance can also increase roughness.

 It has been estimated that polishing a roughened propeller surface 

may result in a decrease in fuel consumption of up to 3%. 

 Divers can clean a 5 bladed and 10 m diameter propeller in about 3-

4 hours for a cost of about US $3,000 in the Far East (Europe is 

more expensive).
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Condition based hull and propeller cleaning

 Major questions:

 What are the optimal timings for hull and propeller cleaning?

 What is the best routine for cleaning whilst safeguarding the 

existing paint system.

 What is the time and cost to apply a new coating and which one?

 Condition-based hull and propeller maintenance tries to give an 

answer for bullet 1. This can be done in two ways: 

 Measure/observe actual hull and propeller roughness/fouling and 

compare with baseline values that indicate when cleaning should 

be done. Use of divers.

 Use performance analysis packages that track changes in fuel 

consumption, shaft power and main engine power to identify 

degrading surface conditions. 

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO
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Engines and Machinery Load and Utilisation 

Management

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Machinery load and operation profile

 The concept of “machinery load” optimisation and “parallel 

operation” reductions can be used for energy saving purposes.

 On-board ships, there are numerous instances that two machinery 

may be used in parallel; both at low loads.

 The load profile for a multi-machinery setup could provide valuable 

information on method of load sharing strategy and management 

between machinery.

 In such cases, there are always scope for reduction of machinery 

usage via reducing their parallel operations.
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System Planning for Energy Use Reduction

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

System planning – Areas to cover

• Ship operation involves a variety of activities and tasks including:

• Loading / Unloading

• Ballasting / de-ballasting

• Inner gas generation and top ups (oil/product tankers)

• Bunkering

• Manoeuvring

• Stand-by

• Normal passage operation

• Waiting and anchorage, Etc.

• How many machinery do we need for each of the above modes?

• System planning helps use of less machinery for doing the same job.
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Fuel Management

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Summary of fuel management energy efficiency measures

 Economical amount of bunker fuel is carried.

 Ensure tank fittings (manhole covers, vent pipes, etc.) do not allow 

water, cargo or other material to get into the fuel. 

 Ensure that tank wall condition is in good order

 Fuel measurement and metering is the first step for subsequent 

performance analysis of various engines and boilers.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO
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Ship Maintenance and Energy Efficiency
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Requirements for maintenance management

 International Safety Management (ISM) Code specifies the 

regulations for ship maintenance for safety

 The ISM Code stipulates that each ship operator is responsible for 

the safe and pollution free operation of the ship.

 The part of the ISM Code on “maintenance of the ship and its 

equipment” describes in general how ships should be maintained, 

inspected, non-conformities be reported and corrective actions are 

taken. 

 From ISM Code perspective, efforts should be directed at safety and 

environmental protection.

 Fortunately, SEE is compatible with good maintenance and 

improves accordingly.
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Types of maintenance

 

 

 

Maintenance 

Planned 
Maintenance 

Unplanned 
Maintenance 

Corrective 
Maintenance 

Preventive/period 
Planned Maintenance 

Predictive planned 
maintenance  

Condition-based 
Maintenance (CBM) 

Reliability-Centred 
Maintenance (RCM) 
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Types of maintenance

 Unplanned Maintenance: (breakdown maintenance).  

 Corrective maintenance: The corrective maintenance may be 

defined as maintenance which is carried out after failure detection.

 Planned Maintenance: Maintenance according to a defined schedule

 Preventive Maintenance: (a subset of planned maintenance). 

Preventive maintenance usually depends on the manufacturer‘s 

recommendations and past experience for scheduling repair or 

replacement time. 

 Predictive Maintenance: This is a subset of planned maintenance. 

This is generally based on what is referred to as:

 Condition-based maintenance (CBM); or

 Reliability-based maintenance (RCM).
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Maintenance and SEE

 Good maintenance is fundamental for energy efficient operation of 

machines and systems.

 Maintenance of the hull, propeller and main engine are very effective 

for energy efficiency as discussed before.

 These items will not be discussed further.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Boilers and Steam System
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Boiler energy efficiency

measures

For good operation and 

maintenance, avoid:

 Fouling of all heat transfer 

surfaces

 Fouling of boiler tubes and heat 

transfer surfaces on the gas side

 Fouling or scaling of boiler tubes 

on the water side.

 Low hot well temperature

 High blow-down levels

 Excess air in the boiler

 Low load factor operation
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Steam system energy

efficiency measures

 Steam distribution system energy efficiency measures

 Reduce steam leakage

 Reduce heat loss due to inadequate insulation

 Reduce steam trap losses

 Steam end-use energy efficiency measures

 Steam end-use could vary according to ship types. The main 

users of steam include:

• Steam-driven cargo pumps in tankers.

• Steam driven ballast pumps

• Cargo heating

• Fuel storage, treatment and condition system

• Fresh water generation especially in cruise ships

• HVAC system in particular in cruise ships
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Steam system: Ship-board best practice
 Steam pipes insulation should be kept in good condition.

 Boiler insulation should be kept in good condition.

 Steam leaks are to be identified and stopped.

 Boiler pressure setting for burner start/stop is as wide as practicable. 

 Cargo tank heating according to the specification of cargo.

 Steam trap maintenance should be carried out regularly.

 Starting of auxiliary boilers too far in advance of intended use is to be 

avoided.

 Steam dumping when possible is to be avoided.

 Pipe/ valve lagging/insulation is to be maintained

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union 

and is implemented by IMO

THANK YOU
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Introduction to Ports and Port-area 

Emissions
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Port management and activities
 Port management is a 

complex process

 There are a number of chains.

 Often different parts of the 

chain are controlled by 

different players.

 Thus decision making 

structure is complex.

 No two ports are physically 

and economically the same.

 Ports provide:

 Core services

 Added value services

Source: Voorde & Elsander
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Port operation players

 Port management varies:

 From port to port

 From country to country

 Shipping companies in ports 

rely on many players:

 Port itself

 Pilots, 

 Towage services, 

 Repairers, provisioning,

 Waste reception facilities 

(PWRF)

 Bunkering companies

Source: Meersman, Van de Voorde and Vanelslander
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Port air emissions

 Sources:

 Cargo loading and unloading processes/devices.

 Trucks and other land-based transportation units.

 Buildings and building facilities.

 Harbour crafts/vessels.

 Ships calling at port.

 Main emissions of concern:

 Nitrogen Oxides (NOx):.

 Particulate Matters (PM):

 Sulphur Oxides (SOx):

 Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) - Some ports

 Some carbon monoxide (CO) and unburned 

hydrocarbons (HC)/carbon black (CB)

http://www.nrdc.org/air/pollution/ports1/overview.asp

Ships to port 

emissions are 

only part of the 

total
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Ship-related port/terminal emissions reduction

 Main measures include:

 Just in time (JIT) operations of 

ships.

 Ship’s cleaner fuels.

 Ship’s emissions abatement 

technologies.

 Ship-board energy efficiency 

(SEE) when in port.

 Use of onshore power supply 

(OPS) known as cold ironing.
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Land-based operation emissions reductions
 Clean Fuel: 

 Low or ultra low sulphur diesel (LSD/ULSD), 

 Emulsified diesel (+H2O)

 Bio-diesel (B10)/bio-petrol-ethanol (E10)

 CNG, LNG, LPG

 Electric systems

 Technology Retrofit: “after treatment” devices on diesel port 

trucks with emissions control technologies (ECT: DPF, DOC, CCV, 

SCR, LNC & EGR...)

 New technologies: Use of hybrid-electric technologies (HET) as 

replacements for pure diesel engine vehicles and equipment.

 Operation management: This could include a large number of 

measures that helps to reduce fuel consumption and emissions in 

devices used in ports.
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Port harbour craft policies for emission reduction

 Engine replacement: Move to more energy efficient and low 

emissions engines. Retrofit of engine can be an important 

consideration for harbour craft in view of changing technologies, 

move to HET options as well alternative & bio-fuels.

 Clean fuels: NG, LS fuel, bio-fuels (E/B10), etc.

 Technology upgrade: This option relates to retaining the engines 

but opting for more advanced available engine controls, fuel 

additives and “after-treatment” ECT; i.e. diesel oxidation catalyst 

(DOC), diesel particulate filter (DPF) and selective catalytic 

reduction (SCR).

 Hybrid electric systems: The harbour crafts are good candidates 

for use of more advanced technologies such as HETs to include 

batteries and electric motor / generators. 
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Port ship-related emission sources

 Ship transit and manoeuvring

 Ship slow speed operation (slow steam/eco-cruise).

 High auxiliary engine loads (safety, thrusters, air scavengers / 

blowers, etc.)

 An additional auxiliary engine is online (safety).

 Auxiliary boilers are on.

 At berth or anchored

 Propulsion engines are off.

 Auxiliary engine loads can be high if the ship is self-discharging 

its cargo.

 Auxiliary boilers are operated to keep the propulsion engine and 

fuel systems warm in case the ship is ordered to leave the port 

on short notice.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

The Impact of Port Operations on ‘Efficient Ship 

Operation’

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

How ports could reduce ship-in-port emissions

 Reducing the time of ship stay in port

 Provision of cleaner fuels to the ship

 Provision of shore connection to ships

 Ship loading with due consideration for emissions

 Environmental incentives
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Ship Time in Port (TIP) and Just in 

Time (JIT) Operation

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Container terminal operation

 Diagram shows chain of ship-related activities/processes.

 Mainly two parts: (1) ship related activities (2) cargo related ones.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Ship voyage time and time in port (TIP)

 Port time may be assumed to 

be insignificant compared to 

overall voyage time at sea 

(TAS).

 This varies with ship type, 

ship size, cargo type, and port 

facilities.

 A good understanding of the 

ship TIP can help with energy 

management and emissions 

reduction activities of both 

ships and ports.

Ship’s time = TAS + TIP
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Time in port (port time)

 Manoeuvring time:

Manoeuvring to reach 

anchorage or berth or leave.

 Waiting time: The period the 

ship waits for berth availability.

 Berthing time: Actual time at 

birth. Berthing time consists of 

two parts:

 Productive time: Actual 

time from start of cargo 

handling operation to end of 

cargo handling operation.

 Idle time: Times in berth 

where there is no cargo 

handling operations. Source: Charlotte Banks et. al

Port 

time
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Does TIP matter? 

Case: impact on a ship’s fuel consumption

 A typical tanker operation profile.

 TIP is normally about 25% of the 

ships’ operation time.

 What is the impact on ship’s fuel 

consumption if TIP is reduced?

Vessel's duty cycle

Passage

75.2%

Manoeuvring

1.5%

Port

23.3%

Passage operation time in passage, current 75.2% of annual 

Passage operation time with less port time (see above) 78.2% of annual  

Fuel consumption reduction for same distance (estimated) 7.5% 

Fuel consumption and emissions reduction 

Main engine fuel consumption reduction 1,065 MT/year 

Boilers and auxiliary engines fuel consumption reduction Assumed negligible 

Net fuel consumption reduction 1,065 MT/year 

Net CO2 reduction 3,400 MT/year 

 The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

JIT port operation

 Refers to any action that reduces the idle TIP via 

minimizing delays.

 JIT requires good early communication with port and 

harmonization amongst parties concerned.

 Give maximum notice of berth availability 

–> Tug and pilot services -> Berthing window

 JIT port operation will facilitate the use of optimum speed. 

 Optimized port operation:

 Improved cargo handling. Directly under the control of port 

to maximize efficiency & minimize delay.
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Measures for avoiding ship’s waiting TIP

 Improved port management

 Virtual Arrival

 Improved cargo handling

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Improved Port Management
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Port related services other than ship loading 

and unloading
 Pilotage services: using services of maritime pilots.

 Towage services: using private tugboat services.

 Line handling services by line boats: for berth operation. 

 Mooring services: to secure a ship to the designated place.

 Vessel traffic services (VTS) and aids to navigation (AtN): marine

traffic monitoring and controlling. 

 Control of dangerous goods (GHS*): to ensure safe handling. 

 Port Waste Reception Facility (PWRF): to control ship waste. 

 Emergency response services (ERS): fire brigade, etc. 

 Control of dredging operations: dredging carried out by private firms. 

Managing of the above services and ships in port is complex and 

requires a good safety management system (SMS)
*GHS- Globally Harmonised System

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Control of 
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Nautical Activities
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Anchoring Area

*Maritime and Port 

Operations System

(MPOS)

Service 

Coordination and 
Control
Ship Instructions

Ship Information 

Centre

Pilotage Services

Waste Collection 

Towage Services

Barges and Crew 

Services

Mooring Services

Bunkering and 

Supply Services

Cargo Operations 

Control

Road Traffic Control

Railway Traffic 

Control

Environmental 

Control

Data Centre

Transport Companies

Customs

Service Centre of 

Stevedoring Companies

Ship Owners

Coordination with 

other Organisations

Port MIS

Port Traffic Control

MPOS* for port services coordination
 MPOS is customised port management system that focuses and optimizes 

the work of “agents”, “entities” and “port services on ships” by coordinating 

the actions and controlling them and allowing to analyze how to reduce its 

cost/time. 
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Maritime 

Terminals

Shipping

Companies

Customs

Communication

Services

Berthing 

Request

Maritime and Port 

Operations System
(MPOS)

Dangerous

Goods

ISPS Code

Preliminary

Berthing 
Authorisation

Case: Use of MPOS for JIT Ops
 Ships must participate in the MPOS prior to the ship’s arrival in the 

port until the ship’s departure from the port.

 “The Request for Berth” is received through MPOS Communication 

Services and is verified by MPOS against ISPS and IMDG Codes, 

before issuing the Preliminary Authorization to Berthing.

 After issuing the Preliminary Berthing Authorization, MPOS

compares it with information from the anchoring area and with 

activities of any anchored or berthed ships, nautical activities inside 

the harbour, status of maritime signals, maintenance status of 

berths, and informs the berthing operation to the ship and to the pilot 

service. 
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Cargo handling improvement

 Operational planning: typically in good time ahead

 To improve cargo handling, improve the following:

 Berth planning

 Cargo handling equipment scheduling (all different types of 

cranes).

 Ways to improve cargo handling for less emissions:

 Cleaner and efficient internal movement of vehicles

 The introduction of high capacity loading and unloading 

operations 

 The use of eco-friendly and user-friendly cargo handling 

products

 Well trained shore-staff and ship-staff
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Cargo handling: upgrade of cargo equipment

 This could improve the time 

of cargo loading and 

unloading.

 Upgrade of cargo handling 

equipment can lead to less 

time in port.

 Energy efficiency of cargo 

equipment is also important 

and will depend on their 

source of power.
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Technologies for Port Air Quality (AQ) 

& ↓GHGEs
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ICCT (International Council on Clean 

Transportation) study on port AQ
 A study conducted and reported in in December 2012. 

 In this report, the ICCT highlights the technologies that could be 

used in DMEs as the prime mover for ships and port-side vehicles. 

 The main focus is on 5 pollutants: PM, CO, SOx, NOx and VOC. 

 The types of technologies identified for reduction of emissions are:

 Diesel oxidation catalysts (DOC); Diesel particulate filter (DPF); 

Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR); Exhaust Gas Scrubbers 

(EGS); Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR): 

 Other options studies:

 Shore power- cold ironing

 Clean/bio-fuels

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

ICCT Study 

outcome

 Summary of 

technologies

 Their application 

to various port-

operated prime 

movers.

 Potential 

emissions 

reduction

 Associated costs
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IMO ship-port interface study
 The MEPC 68/INF.16 presents the results of an IMO commissioned 

study that deals with a range of topics on ship-port interface.

 A systematic approach is used to analyse a number of measures.

 Measures categories

 Equipment measures

 Energy measures 

 Operational measures

 Equipment measures:

 Engine technologies

 Boiler technologies

 After-treatment technologies

 Energy measures:

 Alternative fuels/power supply

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Reports Key findings

 Numerous technical measures are available for ship-port emissions 

reduction and energy efficiency.

 Experience with some of them is over ten (>10) years. 

 The technical measures are quite extensive including engines, 

boilers, after treatment technologies, fuel options, alternative power 

systems, operational efficiencies etc.

 There are no “one size fit all” technical measure solution for ships 

and ports. 

 Case by case studies needed due to numerous variables i.e. 

pollutant(s) targeted, port configuration, cargos handled, drivers, 

barriers, and ships calling the port, vessels servicing the port area, 

vessel configurations, operational conditions and the nature of 

technical measures

 There are initiatives underway that focuses on the demonstration of 

emerging technologies and measures.
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Ship (In-port) Energy Efficiency 

Operational Measures (SEEOM)

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Overview

 Limited scope for the ship to reduce its in-port fuel consumption.

 Despite this, the ship’s impact on port AQ could be significant. 

 Main question:

 Can ship-board staff do anything to support a more efficient ship-

in-port operation?”

 Answer: 

 To some extent a number of measures exists for this purpose.

 The aspects covered in this section are simple day to day ship-

board operational measures. 

 In fact, some of them could be implemented by harbour craft and 

port support vessels. 

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Machinery usage in port

 The main ship-board systems working when ship is at anchor or at 

berth include:

 Auxiliary machinery and equipment

 Diesel generators, 

 Boilers

 Cargo handling equipment (only on some ships).

 The main activity will constitute on how to reduce their usage?

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Auxiliary machinery

 Minimising the number of running auxiliary machinery based on port 

operation requirements and ship safety.

 Examples are:

 Minimising the number of A/C units operated or switch them off 

when conditions permit.

 The number of engine room ventilation fans should be reduced 

in port or brought to slower speed.

 The fuel treatment machinery need to be reviewed if they all 

needed to run in the same way as sea-going condition.

 Minimisation of use of compressed air and its use where 

required. 

 Minimisation of lighting loads.

 There are a large number of pumps on board such as sea water 

cooling pumps, steering pumps etc.

 The above will reduce the need for auxiliary power and number of 

auxiliary engines running.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Use of boilers

 Use of parallel operation of two boilers should be avoided.

 This improves the efficiency of the working boiler and reduces 

electrical requirements for the second auxiliary boiler.

 Planning and optimisation of cargo discharge operation if it relies on 

steam driven cargo pumps.

 Plan and optimise ballast operation if it relies on steam driven 

ballast pumps. 

 If boilers are used for Inert Gas generation, this aspect need to be 

managed.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Cargo holding equipment upgrade for EE 

 This is not just an in-port measure but applies to passage as well.

 For upgrade of ships’ cargo holding equipment to reduce ↓GHGEs. 

For example:

 Ventilation (all ships)

 Mooring (all ships)

 Cargo and hold lighting (all ships)

 Reduction of CFCs (reefer)

 Heating coils (tankers)

 Cooling system (reefer)

 Cooling system (container)

 Cargo temperature optimization (tanker)

 Insulation of heating pipes (tankers)

 Optimization of reefer container stowage 
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Onshore Power Supply (OPS)

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

What is OPS?

• Supply of power from onshore (port) 

to ship. 

• Allows ships to turn off their engines 

when in port.

OPS is known in industry by a 

variety of names including:

• Cold ironing system

• Alternative Maritime Power (AMP)

• Shore side electricity (OPS) 

• Shore power

OPS – What?

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Why OPS is advocated?

• Reduce exhaust emissions in port.

• Reduce ↓GHGEs.

• Some additional energy saving 

and economic saving are also 

claimed?

OPS – Why?

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

A simple calculation:
• A ship uses its own generated 

power

• A typical mid-size tanker would 

consume 400kW. 

• For a 30h port stay, means 

12MWh of electricity.

• An average cruise ship consumes 

about 8MW. 

• For a 12h port stay, means 

96MWh of electricity. 

• These power generators produce 

NOx, SOx, PM and CO2 emissions.

• The environmental profile of 

electricity generated by land-based 

power plants vs. ships’ diesel 

electric generators  are different: 

• In land-based power plants:

• High energy efficiency 

• Use of clean fuel or scrubber.

• Renewable energy

• Remote from population 

centres. 

• For ports:

• Electricity supply to ships 

(utility function).

• Port AQ improvement.

• Longer term economic 

benefits.

• The above are the main 

justifications for OPS.

OPS – The case?

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

• Transformer for voltage reduction

• Switchgear for electrical safety

• Frequency converter

• Automation system

Source: http://www.cruisecritic.co.uk/

OPS – Shore-side infrastructure

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Need for standardisation:

• The IEC, ISO and IEEE have 

joined forces.

• International standard 

"ISO/IEC/IEEE 80005-1 Cold 

ironing -- Part 1: High Voltage 

Shore Connection (HVSC) 

Systems -- General 

requirements" is in final 

preparation. 

Pioneering ports

• Some ports have been 

pioneering this technology.
Ports with OPS at 6 June 2012
Source: http://wpci.iaphworldports.org/onshore-power-supply

OPS – Other aspects
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 No IMO regulations on OPS yet. 

 There have been proposals to add some new regulations to MARPOL 

Annex VI; but mainly on the following topics:

• Exemptions: 

• For ships with low emissions or high ship-board energy 

efficient power generation as compared to OPS.

• Period in port: Not required to connect to OPS when the 

berth stay is e.g. <2h.

• Availability of OPS: The port shall provide sufficient electrical 

power to sustain all operations including peak consumption.

• Cost of OPS electricity: The electricity costs for the ship to 

connect to shore power at berth should not exceed the cost of 

supplied electricity.

OPS – Regulations?

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

 The overall energy efficiency of the OPS and also the cost of energy to 

ship-owner is not yet clearly established.

 Energy efficiency- OPS is likely to be beneficial from CO2 perspective 

if:

 Land based power generation is quite efficient.

 Low carbon fuel such as LNG are used.

 The above will vary from ship to ship and from port to port.

 For each case, there is a need for further investigation.

 Energy cost- there is evidence that the overall cost of OPS electricity 

may be higher:

 Tax on OPS electricity.

 Base cost of electricity as supplied to ports may be high.

 Port charges in order to recover its CAPEX and OPEX of OPS.

OPS & EE?

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Port clean air program
 A comprehensive initiative used by some ports to address air 

emissions from shipping and port operations. 

 Mainly advocated  and implemented by a port authority with input from 

other stakeholders. 

 Program normally includes:

 A set of specific emission reduction targets

 A roadmap to achieve those targets. 

 To ensure success, the management system style continuous 

improvement is applied during implementation

 Commitment by the management and staff of port authorities and 

regulatory agencies are essential for success.

 Monitoring and benchmarking will be part of the implementation 

process.

 This could be comparable to another management plans (e.g. 

SEEMP) but a different scope (port environment)
The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Vinaka for your attention

Do you have any Questions?

For more information please see: 
www.spc.int

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by 

the European Union and is implemented by IMO

Thank you

http://www.imo.org/
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Overview of Management Systems

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Role of top management

 The cornerstone of good management is:

 Commitment from the top 

management; and 

 Dedication from the operating 

personnel. 

 The ISM Code foundation is also based 

on this paradigm and requires:

 Management commitment.

 Staff/personnel empowerment.

 Continuous improvement.
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PDCA and continuous improvement
 PDCA is the most basic framework for any 

management system.

 Plan: An action plan of the activities that 

need to be done together with all relevant 

implementation details.

 Do: The implementation of the selected 

improvement measures. 

 Check: Monitor the results of the 

implementation via effective data analysis 

and assessments.

 Assess: The effectiveness of the plan is 

reviewed and new targets are set for next 

PDCA cycle. 

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Management systems in shipping

 ISM Code: The most prominent management 

system that is already mandatory in shipping. 

Safety is at its core. 

 ISO 9001: Quality Management System

 ISO 14001: Environmental Management System

 OHSAS 18001: Health and Safety Systems.

 ISO 50001: Energy Management System.
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ISM Code

 A shipping-specific international 

regulations with the ultimate objectives:

 To ensure safety at sea.

 To prevent human injury or loss of 

life.

 To avoid damage to the 

environment and the ship.
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ISM Code

 In order to comply with the ISM code, each 

ship must have a working Safety 

Management System (SMS) to ensure:

 Commitment from top management.

 A “policy manual”.

 A “procedures manual” that documents 

the ship-board activities.

 Procedures for conducting both internal 

and external audits.

 A designated person ashore to make 

sure the SMS implementation.

 A system for checking actual practices 

versus planned.

 Regular management reviews.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

ISO 9001: Quality Management System (QMS)
 The ISO 9000 series are related to 

quality management systems.

 Designed to help organizations 

ensure that:

 They meet the needs of their 

clients/customers; and while

 Meeting relevant statutory and 

regulatory requirements. 

 The ISO 9001 is highly oriented 

towards “process improvements” .

 In shipping, many companies so far 

have adopted the ISO 9001.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

ISO 14001 - Environmental Management System 

 ISO 14000 series of standards relate to EMS

(Environmental Management System).

 Designed to help organizations to minimize the 

negative impacts of their operations on the 

environment.

 ISO 14001 requires the organization to assess all 

of its “environmental aspects”. 

 ISO 14001 main requirement is that the “significant 

environmental aspects” should be identified, 

documented and controlled/managed.

 The latest version is ISO 14001:2015 includes the 

concept of “continuous improvement” approach.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Occupational Health &

Safety Assessment Specification

 OHSAS 18001 is a British Standard (BS) 

that is used globally.

 It deals with occupational health and 

safety risks and their control. 

 OHSAS 18001 focuses on:

 The need to identify all occupational 

health and safety hazards

 Carry out their relevant risk 

assessment.

 The OHSAS 18001 has been 

harmonized with ISO 9001 and ISO 

14001 to help organizations to integrate 

the quality, environmental and safety 

management systems.

http://www.imteqsolution.com/v3/ohsas.php

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Commonalities

 It can be demonstrated that all the 

management standards have common 

features in areas of:

 Need for defining objectives and policies

 Need for top management engagement 

and commitment.

 PDCA cycle approach for continuous 

improvement

 Need for training of human resources

 Need for monitoring and inspection

 Etc.

 Based on the above commonalities, 

certification bodies provide an integrated 

approach to their verification and certification.

- 50001
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ISO Standards and ISM Code

 ISM Code is mandatory.

 Anything included in a ship’s SMS will be regarded as mandatory.

 ISO Standards (9001, 14001, etc.) are not mandatory.

 Care should be exercised not to cause complications with regard to 

ISM related Flag State and Port State Control inspections.

 Once an environmental / energy management procedure becomes 

part of the ship’s SMS, it will become mandatory to follow the 

processes even if the requirements are not mandatory.
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ISO 50001 on Energy Management 

System

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Source: ISO 50001:2011

ISO 50001 Energy Management System 

process

 Energy policy

 Energy planning

 Implementation

 Checking

 Management review

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

ISO 50001 EnMS requirements

Continuous cycle and content of ISO 50001

 This shows the overall 

content of the standard.

 ISO 50001 sections and 

clauses.

 Continuous improvement 

cycle.

 The starting point is the 

“energy policy”.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Company Energy Policy

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Energy efficiency policy and commitment

Company energy policy set 

the agenda for control of GHG

emissions and fuel cost. 

Main questions:

 What to be included?

 Whose responsibility?

 Objectives and targets?

 Stakeholders coordination?

 Employee training?

 Self evaluation and 

improvement?

 Investment aspects?
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Energy efficiency policy and commitment

Commitment from the top 

management:

 Commitment from the 

management at the highest 

level should be 

demonstrated via energy 

policy endorsement and 

communication.
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Energy efficiency policy and targets

Setting targets and aims

 Commitment is best to be 

demonstrated by setting 

energy efficiency targets.

 Quantitative to extent 

possible.
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Energy efficiency policy and communications

Communication of energy 

efficiency policy

 Energy policy should be 

used to communicate the 

company’s top-level 

requirements to staff at all 

levels.
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Energy efficiency policy and training

Awareness and training and 

the provision of guidance 

and advice to ship and shore 

staff:

 Energy policy should show 

commitment to staff’s 

training.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Energy efficiency policy and 

investment

Policy on alternative fuels and 

alternative technologies

 Any investment plan will be 

good to be clarified in the 

policy statement.

NYK Super Eco 2030 future technologies

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Energy efficiency policy and link to 

other corporate activities

The company energy 

policy:

 Should show how energy 

policy links to other 

policies (e.g. 

environment)

 How relates to IMO 

regulations and ISO 

standards?
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Energy efficiency policy and fleet 

management

Adjusting the company 

operations regarding fleet and 

its trades:

 Policy should refer to major 

operational management 

aspects that company will 

undertake to save energy.

 Fleet deployment.

 Slow steaming

 Just in time operation

http://www.bmtsmart.com/fleet-and-v essel-performance-monitoring/the-importance-of-fleet-v essel-performance-management/
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Summary on energy efficiency policy content

Includes the following for energy performance:

 A commitment to continual improvement 

 A commitment to ensure the availability of resources to achieve 

objectives and targets;

 A commitment to comply with applicable legal and other 

requirements;

 A framework for setting and reviewing energy objectives and targets;

 A commitment to training staff and engaging other stakeholders.

 Supports the purchase of energy-efficient products and services,

 Is documented and communicated at all levels within the 

organization;

 Is regularly reviewed, and updated as necessary.
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Energy Planning, Implementation, 

Monitoring and Reviews

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

ISO 50001:

Energy planning process
 Energy planning shall be 

consistent with the energy 

policy.

 Energy planning should lead to 

activities that continually 

improve energy performance.

 Energy planning shall involve a 

review of the organization's 

activities that can affect energy 

performance.

 Energy review forms the core of 

the planning activities.

Source: ISO 50001:2011
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ISO 50001:

Energy review
 ISO 50001 stipulates that a company shall 

develop, record and maintain an energy 

review. 

 Inputs to energy review are the past 

performance and relevant information

 The outputs of energy review will include the 

following:

 Energy baseline(s)

 Energy performance indicators

 Objectives, 

 Targets

 Energy efficiency measures

 The above outputs will be directly used for 

the design and implementation of the EnMS.

Source: ISO 50001:2011

The “energy review” 

process is similar to an 

“energy audit” and will be 

discussed later

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

ISO 50001:

Target setting

 ISO 50001 does not prescribe specific 

energy performance criteria or target levels.

 However, it requires the organization to 

continually improve its energy performance. 

 For a shipping company this practically 

implies that it should select some key 

performance indicators (KPI) in order to 

demonstrate improved energy performance. 
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ISO 50001:

Top management responsibility
 Defining, establishing, implementing and maintaining an energy 

policy;

 Appointing a management representative and the formation of an 

energy management team;

 Providing the resources for implementation purposes.

 Communicating the importance of energy management to those in 

the organization;

 Ensuring that energy objectives and targets are established;

 Ensuring that “energy performance indicators” are appropriate to the 

organization;

 Conducting management reviews.
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ISO 50001:

Management representative 

responsibilities

 Top management should also appoint a management representative(s).

 Responsibilities:

 Ensure the EnMS is established, implemented, maintained, and 

continually improved;

 Report to top management on implementation of the EnMS;

 Ensure that the planning complies with energy policy;

 Define and communicate roles and responsibilities

 Determine criteria and methods needed to ensure that both the 

operation and control of the EnMS are effective;

 Promote awareness of the energy policy and objectives.
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ISO 50001:

Monitoring
 ISO 50001 stipulates that the company shall ensure that the key 

characteristics of its operations that impact energy performance are 

monitored, measured and analysed at planned intervals. 

 Some methods such as performance monitoring, etc. are advocated 

by the ISO 50001. 

 ISO 50001 also advocates the effective use of internal audits as a 

monitoring method. 

 Records of the audit results shall be maintained and reported to top 

management.
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ISO 50001:

Management reviews
 Within ISO 50001, the management review is a requirement. 

 For the review purposes, some inputs and outputs are expected. 

 Inputs to the management review include:

 Follow-up actions from previous management reviews;

 Review of the energy policy;

 Review of energy performance and related indicators;

 Evaluation of compliance with legal and other requirements;

 The extent that energy objectives and targets have been met;

 The EnMS audit results;

 The status of corrective actions and preventive actions;

 Projected energy performance for the following period;

 Recommendations for improvement.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

ISO 50001:

Management reviews
 Outputs from the management review are expected to be items such 

as:

 Changes in the energy performance of the organization;

 Changes to the energy policy;

 Changes to the energy performance indicators;

 Changes to objectives, targets or other elements of the EnMS.

 Changes to allocation of resources.

 Based on the above outputs, a new cycle of continual 

improvement will begin.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Shipping Company Energy 

Management System (CEnMS)
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Why energy management?

 Ship fuel cost

 Climate change

 Existence of big potentials for saving, etc.

 

(a) VLCC operational cost breakdown 

 

(b) Containerships total cost breakdown 

 

% Operation cost components for VLCC

15%

12%

9%

3%

61%

Admin/others

Fuel
Insurance

R&M

Manning

Question: How best a 

company can organise 

itself for energy 

management?
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Shipping company

approach to energy management

 Two tier approach:

 SEEMP for ship-level energy management  (IMO Guidelines)

 CEnMS (Company Energy Management System) for fleet-level 

energy management. (ISO 50001).

 A CEnMS needs to deal with both shore-based and ship-based 

energy efficiency aspects.

 As such, SEEMP will be a sub-set of the EnMS.

 Thus, application of CEnMS in a shipping company should be fully 

in harmony with ship-board SEEMP and vice a versa.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Scope of a shipping CEnMS

 The ship-related CEnMS scope includes:

 Defining the ship’s energy efficiency measures (EEMs).

 Documenting EEMs in the form of SEEMP for ship-board 

implementation.

 Conducting monitoring and management review; as applied to 

individual SEEMP.

 The shore-based CEnMS scope of activities include:

 Policy development

 Planning for ships and overall fleet.

 Gathering fleet data, monitoring and benchmarking. 

 Managing the investment on energy efficiency.

 Training

 Coordination with all stakeholders, Etc.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Scope of SEEMP and CEnMS

 Application domain:

 SEEMP is “ship specific “. 

 CEnMS is “company specific” and includes the fleet. 

 Main scope of activities:

 SEEMP content is primarily implementation oriented. 

 The CEnMS on the other hand is more oriented to planning, monitoring 

coordination, training and evaluation of the fleet and company.

 High level activities relating to energy such as bunkering, provision of 

third party services to ships and so on will be in the scope of CEnMS. 

 Based on the above, the scope of the CEnMS and ship-level SEEMPs will 

be different and they will be more complementary rather than overlapping. 

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

CEnMS:

Stakeholders management

 Stakeholder for energy 

management is shown in the 

diagram

 Management of the company 

relation with the stakeholders is 

an important element of the 

CEnMS

All the above stakeholders 

have impact on a ship’s fuel 

consumption and its 

environmental footprint
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CEnMS:

Company energy policy content
 Commitment at the highest level

 Company targets

 Communication to staff

 Monitoring methods

 Reporting and communication to external stakeholders

 Importance of ship specific SEEMPs

 Other specific aspects: The policy is best to contain the strategic 

aspects for:

 Improving the utilization of its fleet's capacity

 The need for planning, targets, 

 Replacement of older tonnage with more efficient ships

 Technology upgrade aspects and financial commitment.
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How to develop CEnMS

 CEnMS development and 

implementation is best to follow 

the ISO 50001 processes.

 Energy policy

 Energy review

 Performance indicators

 Monitoring

 Etc.

ISO 50001 structure and content

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Thank you for your attention

ANY QUESTIONS?

For more information please see: 
www.imo.org

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union 

and is implemented by IMO

THANK YOU

http://www.imo.org/
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Heat Balance for Main Engine without & with WHRS 

• Waste Heat 

Recovery System in 

principle can 

generate an electric 

output upto 11 % of 

the main engine 

output by using 

exhaust gas energy
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PTG(Power Turbine & Generator) WHRS

• PTG is simplest and cheapest system

• The exhaust gas bypass valve will be closed at an engine power lower than 

about 40% SMCR

• PTG WHRS solution is expected to provide a 3~5% recovery ratio, depending on 

the main engine size & operating conditions

Power TurbineGenerator

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

STG(Steam Turbine & Generator) WHRS

• By installing a steam turbine, the obtainable steam production from the exhaust 

boiler system can be used for electric power production.

• ST WHRS solution is expected to recover 5~8%, depending on the main engine 

size, engine rating, and ambient conditions
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PT-ST Combined Waste Heat Recovery System
• The power turbine and the steam turbine can be built together to form a combined 

system

• Efficiency between 8 to 11% of main engine SMCR power depending on engine 

size and ships steam consumption

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Economical Study for Oil Tanker

Ship Type 75K DWT Oil Tanker

L x B x D 210 m x 38 m x 19.3 m

Gross Ton. 42,750 ton

Main Engine MAN B&W 6S60ME C8.2

Power (MCR) 9,660 kW x 89 RPM

WHRS (kW) 1,000 kW

Initial Cost 3.5 M

Ship Specification and Initial Cost
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Economical Study for Oil Tanker

With HRS

Fuel Cost $/ton 300 400 500 

Average Engine Power (kW) 8211

Average Engine Load (%) 85 

Recovered Power at 85% 725

Operating Hour/year 6,500

SFOC (g/kwh) 162 

Cost Saving/year ($) 229,028 305,370 381,713 

Bunker Price in Singapore for last year

 $-3,000,000

 $-2,000,000

 $-1,000,000

 $-

 $1,000,000

 $2,000,000

 $3,000,000

 $4,000,000
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Economical Study for Oil Tanker
With HRS

Fuel Cost $/ton 300 400 500 

Average Engine Power (kW) 6,279

Average Engine Load (%) 65 

Recovered Power at 85% 500

Operating Hour/year 6,500

SFOC (g/kwh) 162 

Cost Saving/year ($) 157,950 210,600 236,250 

Payback time for 8,800 TEU Container Ship
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Conclusion

 WHRS system requires a lot of spaces in Engine Room. Considering that the 
space of the engine room gets smaller and smaller in order to load more cargo 
recently and the installation of SCR system and SOX scrubber is to be required 
according to recent MARPOL regulations, it is not easy to make the space for 
installation of WHRS. 

 If the price of fuel oil is expected to rise sharply in the future, the installation of 
waste heat recovery system can be considered. However, changing the 
operating pattern, such as slow steaming, can be much more efficient way to 
reduce total fuel cost.

 Above all, it is reported that waste heat recovery systems have been only 
applied to the ships such as large container ship for mainly test purpose. This 
says a lot of things to us. WHRS was discussed before 2009 when oil prices 
were high, but now it is a topic that nobody talks about for new building project.
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International shipping CO2 reduction potential

What does this 

diagram 

show?
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Source: IMO MEPC 63/INF.2, 31 October 2011

Introduction
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The IMO study

• A study commissioned by the IMO to evaluate the impact of EEDI and SEEMP 

on future CO2 levels.

• This study was performed jointly by LR & DNV.

• Scenario modelling was used for this forecasting purpose.

• The forecasting was done for up to year 2050.

• The modelling approach and results of the study are presented here.
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Scenario modelling is commonly used to evaluate an uncertain future

The scenarios chosen
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Fleet growth scenarios

• Based on the assumed global developments as given in the IPCC Special 

Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES).

• There are 6 scenarios in IPPC Report; & 2 scenarios A1B & B2 were selected.

• Scenario A1B assumes rapid economic development, economic and cultural 

convergence globally, pursuit of personal wealth and use of a balanced mix of 

energy sources. 

• Scenario B2 describes a world with intermediate economic development and 

emphasis on local solutions to socio-economic developments, with continuously 

increasing population.
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Fleet growth scenario

• Based on A1B and B2 scenarios, the world fleet growth were selected.

• Overall the scrapping rate of 3% (fleet renewal) was assumed.

 Growth rate 

 A1B B2 

Scrapping 
rate 

Bulk carrier 2.1 % 1.4 % 3.0 % 

Gas carrier 2.1 % 1.4 % 3.0 % 

Tanker / Combination carrier 2.1 % 1.4 % 3.0 % 

Container ship 5.2 % 4.3 % 3.0 % 

General cargo ship 2.1 % 1.4 % 3.0 % 

Refrigerated cargo carrier 2.1 % 1.4 % 3.0 % 
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EEDI and SEEMP scenarios

• The values for EEDI reduction factors, cut-off levels and implementation phases 
were considered as per Regulation 21.

• Two waiver scenarios were selected:

• Low waiver uptake at 5%

• High waiver uptake at 30%

• Two SEEMP uptake scenarios were selected:

• SEEMP low uptake at 30%

• SEEMP high uptake at 60%

• The estimated “total SEEMP energy efficiency potential” was estimated to be 
about 25-30% taking into account slow steaming options.
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Fuel price scenarios

• Two fuel price scenarios selected (from previous IMO studies):

• Reference

• High

• Reference: 371/594 $/tonne for residual/distillate fuel in 2009 rising to 1008/1935
$/tonne in 2050.

• High: 371/594 $/tonne for residual/distillate fuel in 2009 rising to 1416/2719
$/tonne in 2050.

• The split between heavy fuel oil (HFO) and marine distillate oil (MDO) are taken as 
follows:

• 80% Residual and 20% Distillate from 2013 to 2019, and

• 20% Residual and 80% Distillate from 2020 and onwards.
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Method of calculation of global fleet fuel cost

• The model projects the annual fuel 

consumption and CO2 emissions of the 

world fleet. 

• The fuel price scenarios contain the 

cost of fuel per year from 2010 to 2050.

• The annual fuel cost and savings are 

calculated by multiplying the fuel price 

with the annual fuel consumption and 

estimated savings. 

• The jump in fuel cost in 2020 is due to 

sulphur regulations.
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Overall scenarios modelled
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Simulation model

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Simulation model

• A bottom-up model using existing population of ships.

• The model calculates emissions as a function of installed power to reflect the 
size and transport capacity of the fleet.

• Improvement in ships’ transport efficiency [gCO2/tonne.mile] is used to account 
for energy efficiency improvements.

• If no improvement, the same ships’ transport efficiency will apply as that of the 
base year (year 2010).

• The future fleet emissions are calculated using:

• Fleet growth rates and scrapping rates to find an annual installed power of 
the fleet,

• Then applying activity level; specific emission levels and emission reduction 
factors.
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Fleet baselines

• The Study uses the ship types for which the EEDI were mandatory (list below).

• The emission estimates in the Second IMO GHG 2009 study is used as 

baseline. 

• The baseline CO2 emissions for ships (year 2010) are given below.
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Method of inclusion of EEDI impacts

• A technique was devised to estimate the average “actual” EEDI reduction due to 
the regulated values.

• For EEDI, it is assumed that there will be a 2-year period between contract date 
and delivery date. 

• The effect of waiver of the EEDI is included in the model by reducing the 
emission reduction from EEDI by 5% (low uptake) and 30% (high uptake) from 
2015 to 2019.
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Method of inclusion of SEEMP impacts

• The potential of operational and technology upgrade measures on CO2 reduction 
were analysed. 

• Only well proven existing cost-effective measures are assumed to be used as a 
consequence of a mandatory SEEMP

• A number of individual operational and retrofit measures were included in the 
model with cost and reduction potential.

• Table below shows the level of reduction potentials due to SEEMP.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Results
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Emission reduction to 2050

Results are presented for two future IPCC 
growth scenarios:

• A1B

• B2

• Model predictions made for up to 

year 2050

• Figure shows reduction estimates 

due to EEDI and SEEMP
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Results on impact of EEDI and SEEMP 

• Case scenario A1B-4. 

• It indicates that SEEMP measures 
produce the most significant effect 
in the short to medium term.

• EEDI measures (new ships) 
produce more impact on the long 
term (e.g. 2030).

• As indicated none of the 
scenarios will achieve a reduction 
in absolute total CO2 level from 
shipping relative to year 2010.
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Emission reduction by ship category 

• Figure shows the CO2 emissions 

reduction  estimates for various 

ship types. 

• The predicted growth in CO2

emissions reduction potential for 

Container ships is quite 

significant. 

• This is primarily due to the 

assumed high growth rate for this 

segment.
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Transport efficiency

• Transport efficiency (CO2

emission per tonne mile  is shown 

for world fleet here.

• Baseline levels predicted for 2005 

in the Second IMO GHG Study 

2009.

• The decline is due to uptake of 

SEEMP and EEDI.
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Impact of fuel price (with added impact on SEEMP uptake)

• The impact of fuel prices on CO2

reduction takes place via higher 

uptake of SEEMP. 

• It is assumed that fuel price will 

impact uptake of SEEMP:

• A low fuel price will correlate 

with a low SEEMP uptake 

(30%)

• A high fuel price will correlate 

with a high SEEMP uptake 

(60%). 
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International shipping fuel cost projections

• Fuel consumption and fuel price 

are used to calculate the fuel 

cost.

• Figure shows the world fleet fuel 

cost and the reductions due to 

SEEMP and EEDI.

• The jump in fuel cost in 2020 is 

due to sulphur regulations.
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Fuel consumption projections for a typical VLCC

• Figure shows the fuel 

consumption projection for a 

Very Large Crude Carrier 

(VLCC).

• The numbers corresponds to the 

fuel consumption of a newly built 

vessel for each current year. 

• The baseline VLCC fuel 

consumption is taken as 23,000

MT/year in 2010.

• This will reduce to about 15,000

MT/year in 2050 because of 

EEDI and SEEMP. 
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Fuel cost projections for a typical VLCC

• Figure shows the annual fuel 

cost projection for the same 

VLCC.

• In 2010: ~ US$8 mill

• In 2050 BAU: ~US$56 mill

• In 2050 with SEEMP and EEDI: 

~US$29 mill

• SEEMP and EEDI will decrease 

this by US$27 mil. 
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Conclusions

• Significant reduction of CO2 emissions from ships due to EEDI and SEEMP 

regulations is foreseen to 2050.

• Emission reduction due to SEEMP is likely to be realised more rapidly in the 

short to medium term than that for EEDI.

• Forecasts with different scenarios indicate that total annual CO2 emissions in 

2050 of 3 trillion tonnes for BAU and new emissions level of 2 trillion tonnes for  

scenario A1B-4 (about 40% reduction).

• Same forecasts are around 2 trillion tonnes for BAU and new emissions level of 

1.5 trillion tonnes for  scenario B2-1 (about 33% reduction)
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Conclusions

• Implementation of SEEMP-related energy efficiency measures is generally cost 

effective. Despite this, it is likely that adoption of these measures will need to be 

stimulated.  

• The estimated reductions in CO2 emissions, for combined EEDI and SEEMP, 

translate into a significant annual fuel cost saving of about US$50 billion in 2020 

and about US$200 billion by 2030 (average of two scenarios)

• An absolute reduction in total CO2 emissions for shipping from the 2010 level 

is not feasible using the current IMO regulatory framework; thus further 

measures are needed.
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The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by 

the European Union and is implemented by IMO

THANK YOU
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EEDI

IMO EE 
Regulatory 
Framework

MBMs

EEOI

SEEMP

Ship owner 

/ operator

Owners / 

charterers

EEDI and SEEMP: Mandatory from 2013

EEOI: Voluntary

Data collection: Under discussion

MBMs: Discussion currently suspended

GHGE = greenhouse gas emission

EEDI- Energy Efficiency Design Index

EEOI- Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator

MBM- Market Based Mechanism e.g. cap & trade

SEEMP = Ship EE Management Plan

Shipyard

IMO framework for GHGEs control from ship
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Source: IMO presentation on Technical measures

EEDI, EEOI and SEEMP links

FOC = fuel oil consumption
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EEDI, EEOI and SEEMP processes
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• EEDI is the single most important technical measure aimed at

promoting the use of more energy efficient equipment and engines.

• The EEDI provides a specific figure for an individual ship design,

expressed in grams of carbon dioxide (CO2) per ship’s capacity-mile

(the smaller the EEDI the more energy efficient ship design) and is

calculated by a formula based on the technical design parameters for a

given ship.

• The EEDI is calculated for:

• each new ship; 

• each new ship which has undergone a major conversion; and 

• each new or existing ship which has undergone so extensive 

major conversion, that it is regarded by the Administration as a 

newly constructed ship

What is EEDI?
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2014 Guidelines on the method of calculation of the attained EEDI for new 
ships, as amended (Resolutions MEPC.245(66) and MEPC.263(68))

Guidelines on the Calculation of the Attained EEDI
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EEDI Calculation - content

Attained EEDI formula

Main parameters

Reference speed and power

Correction factors

EEDI Technical File

Summary
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Attained EEDI formula
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Attained EEDI: Formula (Clause 2)

• EEDI (gCO2/tonne.mile) =

• Not applicable to a ship having diesel-electric propulsion, turbine propulsion and 

hybrid propulsion except for:

• Cruise passenger ships; and 

• LNG carriers.
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Attained EEDI: Calculation formula

Main Engine(s) 
Aux 

Engine(s)

Innovative Energy Eff. 
Power Gen.  

Technologies

Innovative 

Energy Eff.  

Propulsion 

Technologies

EEDI = 

[gCO2/(tonne.nm)]

Annotation:  Boilers are excluded from EEDI
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Scope of Attained EEDI

(dashed red line)
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Attained EEDI: Parameters

Carbon factorShip specific 
design factor

Auxiliary power:

PME >=10000kW：
PAE＝0.025Me＋250

PME < 10000kW：
PAE＝0.05Me

Corr. factor Wave factor

Capacity:
DWT: Bulk carriers, Containers,

Tankers, Gas carriers, cargo ships,etc.

GT: Passenger Ship

Shaft Motor Waste Heat Energy Saving

Main power:
PME=0.75MCR

EEDI =

Attained Speed

[gCO2/(tonne.nm)]

CF = conversion (carbon) factor

DWT/GT = dead weight/gross tonne

ME/AE = main/auxiliary engine
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EEDI Condition

• EEDI is calculated for a single operating condition of the ship. This will be 

referred to as EEDI Condition.

The EEDI Condition is as follows:

• Draft: (“deepest”) Summer load line draft.

• Capacity: Deadweight (or gross tonnage for passenger 

ships) for the above draft (container ship will be 70% 

value).

• Weather condition: Calm with no wind and no waves.

• Propulsion shaft power: 75% of main engine MCR 

(conventional ships) with some amendments for shaft 

motor or shaft generator or shaft-limited power cases.

• Reference speed (Vref ): is the ship speed under the 

above conditions.

 MCR- Maximum Continuous Rating
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Main Parameters
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Capacity (Clause 2.3)

• Deadweight for cargo ships:

• Bulk carriers;

• Tankers;

• Gas tankers; 

• Ro-Ro cargo ships;

• General cargo ships;

• Refrigerated cargo carrier; and

• Combination carriers.

• 70% of deadweight for containerships.

• Gross tonnage for passenger ships

• Passenger ships;

• Ro-Ro passenger ships; and

• Cruise passenger ships.
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Main (engine) power – PME (options)

 Power for propulsion

 (PME) main engine

 (PPTO) Shaft 

generator

 PPTO(small)

 Main engine (big)

 PPTO(big)

PTO-

PME = 0.75 x MCRME

MCRME

PME = 0.75 x (MCRME - PPTO)

PME = 0.75 x MCRLIMITED 

MCRME

(MCRME - PPTO)

MCRME

MCRME

MCRME

PPTO

PPTO
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Main engine power (options)

 Power for propulsion – PPTI shaft motor

☞ 0.75 x PPTI   are accounted 

PPTI

(ηPTI)

PPTI(i), shaft

Aux. 

Engine

Gen. Set
(ηGen)

  GeniPTIiPTIshaftiPTI PP  )( )()(),(

 Measurement of Vref (main engine + shaft motor)

MCRME
i.  PME + PPTI

PPTI

Aux. 

Engine

Gen. Set

ii. Limited Power

 Total propulsion power =

0.75 x (Limited Power) 

PTI-
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Reference speed - Vref (Clause 2.2)

• Measured under EEDI condition using the following propulsion shaft power:

• In cases with “no shaft motor” at shaft power equal to:

0.75𝑃𝑀𝐸(𝑖)

• In case of shaft motor, at shaft power equal to:

0.75 𝑃𝑀𝐸 𝑖 +𝑃𝑃𝑇𝐼 𝑖 ,𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡

• 75% of Limited Power, where the total propulsion power is >75 % of the 

“propeller shaft power limited by verified technical means”.
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Auxiliary (engine) power - PAE (Clause 2.5)

• PAE is the required auxiliary engine power to supply normal maximum sea load 

ship’s (excluding cargo) requirements.

• PAE excludes power for port or cargo, e.g. thrusters, cargo pumps, cargo gear, 

ballast pumps, cargo heating, reefers and cargo hold fans.

• PAE is calculated as follows:
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Factors and Correction Factors
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Factors in EEDI formula

• cF is the conversion factor, transfers 

type of fuel burned into tons of CO2.

• fw : Weather factor

• feff(i) is the availability factor of each 

innovative energy efficiency technology.

• Correction factors: There are a number 

of correction factors,

including fi, fj, fc, etc.
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cF (carbon conversion factor) [Clause2.1]

• CF: conversion factor between fuel consumption and CO2 emission.
(EEDI Calculation Guideline RESOLUTION MEPC.245(66))

• CF corresponds to the fuel used when determining SFC listed in the NOx

Technical File (NTF part of Emissions International Air Pollution Prevention

(EIAPP) Certificate).

Type of fuel Reference
Carbon 
content

CF

(t-CO2/t-Fuel)

1. Marine Diesel/Gas Oil (MDO/GO) ISO 8217 Grades DMX through DMB 0.8744 3.206

2. Light Fuel Oil (LFO) ISO 8217 Grades RMA through RMD 0.8594 3.151

3. Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) ISO 8217 Grades RME through RMK 0.8493 3.114

4. Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) Propane 0.8182 3.000

Butane 0.8264 3.030

5. Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) 0.7500 2.750

6. Methanol 0.3750 1.375

7. Ethanol 0.5217 1.913
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Weather factor, fw

• Weather factor indicating the decrease of speed due to representative sea 

conditions of wave height, wave frequency and wind speed (e.g. Beaufort Scale 6).

• The methodology for determining the 

fw can be used by empirical tables / formulas. 

• If fw is applied, then a voluntary 

EEDIweather is assigned. 

(in addition to the “standard” EEDI)

For the standard EEDI, 

fw is currently equal to 1.0.
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Availability factor feff(i)

• feff(i) is the availability factor of each innovative energy efficiency technology. 

• Guidelines for estimation of availability 

factor for wind power, solar power, etc. 

has been developed in the 

relevant Guidelines.

• Currently availability factor of 

1.0 is used for waste heat recovery.
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Correction factors: Why correction factors?

• The reference line is applicable to a ship type (e.g. tankers) but does not 

distinguish the ship design differences within the subtypes.

• Subtypes could be for example:

• Ice-class tankers;

• Product tankers;

• Fruit juice tankers; 

• The same applies to other ship types.

• To avoid discrimination for some of the ship sub-types, 

correction factors are introduced.
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Correction factors

• Power correction factor (fj):

• Ice-classed ships (fj); 

• Shuttle tankers with propulsion redundancy (80,000~160,000 DWT) (fj);

• Ro-Ro ships, all types (fjRoRo); and

• General cargo ships. 

• Capacity factor (fi):

• Ice-classed ships (fi);

• Ship specific voluntary structural enhancement (fiVSE); and

• Bulk carriers and oil tankers, built in accordance with Common Structural 

Rules (fiCSR).

• Cubic capacity correction factor (fc):

• Chemical tanker’s (fc); and

• Gas carriers having direct diesel driven propulsion system (fcLNG).

For details for each correction factor, refer to the Guidelines
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Summary

• Attained EEDI is calculated for “EEDI Condition” that represents:

• Capacity at summer load line draft; and 

• Ship speed at  75% of main shaft power MCR 
under the above capacity.

• Required engine data (SFOC) are derived 
from engine NOx Technical File.

• A large number of “correction factors” 
are included in the formula.

• Method of calculation of correction factors 
are defined within the Guidelines.
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2014 Guidelines on survey and certification on the EEDI, as amended

(Resolutions MEPC.254(67) and MEPC.261(68))

Guidelines on Survey and Verification of EEDI
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Verification stages (Clause 4.1)

• Survey and certification of the EEDI should be conducted on two stages:

• Preliminary verification

at the design stage; 

and

• Final verification

at the sea trial.
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Verification process (Clause 4.1)
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Basics Correction for Sea conditions 
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Guidelines on Innovative EE Technologies

MEPC.1/Circ.815: 2013 Guidance on treatment of innovative energy efficiency 
technologies for calculation and verification of the attained EEDI for ships in 
adverse conditions.
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Technologies covered so far

Hull Air Lubrication Waste Heat Recovery

Solar ElectricityWind Power
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Categories of Innovative EE Technologies

Three categories: A, B and C
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Categories of Innovative EE Technologies

Details on how to deal with the above technologies for EEDI calculations are 

given in the Guidelines.
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Technologies for EEDI reduction
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Summary on EEDI

• EEDI verification is performed in two stages:

• Preliminary verification at design stage

• Final verification at commissioning sea trials.

• Pre-verification is based on model tank test results.

• Final verification is based on actual speed trial results.

• Verifier is required to witness both tank test and sea trials.

• Development of speed power curve for EEDI Condition involves use of tank test 

data, speed trial data, proprietary tank test facility and ship yard data + use of 

ISO standard for correction.

• EEDI Technical File should be developed as part of the process.
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The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by 

the European Union and is implemented by IMO

THANK YOU
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What is SEEMP?

The Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP) is an 
operational measure that establishes a mechanism to improve the 
energy efficiency of a ship in a cost-effective manner.

SEEMP purpose (Clause 3.2):

• The purpose of a SEEMP is to establish a mechanism for a 
company and/or a ship to improve the energy efficiency of a 
ship's operation. 

A SEEMP provides:

• A possible approach for improving ship and fleet efficiency 
performance over time e.g. EEOI

• Some options to be considered for optimizing the performance of 
the ship.
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SEEMP
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SEEMP for ship and company

• SEEMP is intended to be a management tool.

• The SEEMP should be developed as a ship-specific plan by the company.

• … SEEMP should be adjusted to the characteristics and needs of 
individual companies and ships. 

• … it is recommended that … the SEEMP is developed in a manner which 
limits any on-board administrative burden to the minimum necessary.

• …it is recommended that a company also establishing an “energy 
management plan” to improve fleet energy performance and 
stakeholders’ coordination (Clause 4.1).
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SEEMP framework

• SEEMP works through four 
steps:

• Planning,

• Implementation

• Monitoring, and

• Self-evaluation 

• These components play a critical 
role in the continuous cycle to 
improve ship energy 
management. 
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SEEMP framework
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Planning - Importance 
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• Planning is the most crucial 
stage of the SEEMP.

• It primarily determines both the 
current status of ship energy 
usage and the expected 
improvements. 

• Therefore, it is encouraged to 
devote sufficient time to 
planning.

Planning – Ident. of ship-specific measures

Recognizing that:

• There are a variety of options to improve efficiency.

• That the best measures differs to a great extent for 
ship type, cargoes, routes and other factors, 

• The specific measures for the ship to improve 
energy efficiency should be identified in the first 
place. 

• After identification of the EEMs (Energy Efficiency 
Measures), they should be listed as a package for 
implementation.
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Planning – Company-specific measures

• Improvement of energy efficiency of a ship does not necessarily 
depend on ship management only. A number of stakeholders 
are involved.

• More coordination between stakeholders is more rewarding …
• Company should do the coordination rather than the ship.
• … a “company energy management plan” is recommended to 

manage the fleet and make stakeholders’ coordination.
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Ship Energy 

Management 

Stakeholders

Ports

Shipyard

Ship Owner

Ship operator

Ship Charterer

Cargo Owner

Human resources development

• Raising awareness and providing necessary training 
for personnel both on-shore and on-board are 
important elements.

• Such human resource development is encouraged 
and should be considered as an important 
component of planning as well as a critical element 
of implementation.
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Planning - Goal setting

• Goal setting is part of planning.

• Goal settings are voluntary and there is no need for 
announcement to public nor are they subject to 
external inspection.

• Purpose of goal setting is to increase 
commitment to improving energy efficiency.

• The goal can take any form:
• Annual fuel consumption
• EEOI targets

• The goal should be measurable and 
easy to understand.
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Implementation – Estab. of implementation system

• A system for implementation of the selected measures by 
developing the procedures, tasks and responsibilities ...

•

• The SEEMP should describe how each measure should be 
implemented and who the responsible person(s) is. 

• The implementation period (start and end dates) of each 
selected measure should be indicated. 

• The development of such a system can be considered as a 
part of planning, and therefore may be completed at the 
planning stage.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO
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Implementation – Record keeping 

• The planned measures should be implemented in 
accordance with the predetermined implementation 
system. 

• Record-keeping for the implementation of each 
measure is beneficial for self-evaluation and should be 
encouraged. 

• If any identified measure cannot be implemented for 
any reason(s), the reason(s) should be recorded for 
internal use.
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Monitoring tools 

• Consistent data collection is the foundation of 
monitoring.

• The monitoring system, including the procedures for 
collecting data and the assignment of responsible 
personnel, should be developed. 

• The development of such a system can be considered 
as a part of planning, and therefore should be 
completed at the planning stage.

• …to avoid … burdens on ships' staff, monitoring should 
be carried out as far as possible by shore staff, …
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Self-evaluation and improvements 

• Self-evaluation and improvement is the final phase of 
the management cycle.

• This phase should produce meaningful feedback for 
the next improvement cycle.

• The purpose of self-evaluation is to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the planned measures and of their 
implementation.

• For this process, procedures for self-evaluation of 
ship energy management should be developed. 

• Furthermore, self-evaluation should be implemented 
periodically by using data collected through 
monitoring.
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Data Collection Template
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A proposed format is 

included in the 

Guideline

Summary on SEEMP Guidelines

• SEEMP framework is based on Plan-Do-Check-Act continuous 
improvement cycle.

• When developing SEEMP, all the above elements needs to be 
defined at the planning phase.

• At its core, SEEMP has a number of EEMs together with their:

• Implementation methods

• Monitoring and checking

• Self assessment

• Roles and responsibility

• Processes and procedures.
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Energy Eff. Operational Indicator (EEOI)

• These Guidelines can be used to establish a consistent approach for voluntary 
use of an EEOI.

• It will assist ship-owners/operator… in the evaluation of the performance of 
their fleet with regard to CO2 emissions.

• These Guidelines present the concept of an indicator for the energy efficiency of 
a ship, ……..

• The Guidelines are intended to provide an example of a calculation method 
………….. for monitoring the efficiency of a ship’s operation.

• These Guidelines are recommendatory in nature and present a possible use of 
an operational indicator. 

• Shipowners …. are invited to implement either these Guidelines or an 
equivalent method in their environmental management systems.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO
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EEOI Formula
• j is the fuel type

• i is the voyage number;

• FCij is the mass of consumed fuel j at voyage I  (FC is 
defined as all fuel consumed at sea and in port or for a voyage or period in question, by main and auxiliary 
engines including boilers and incinerators)

• CFj is the fuel mass to CO2 mass conversion factor for fuel j

• mcargo is cargo mass (tonnes) or work done (number of TEU , passengers, etc.) 
depending on ship type.

• D is the distance sailed in nautical miles corresponding to the cargo carried or work 
done

Voyage generally means the period between a departure from a port to departure from next port. 
For cargo ships (dry, wet, etc.): Metric tonnes (t) of the cargo carried.                                                                          
For containerships (carrying solely containers): Number of containers (TEU) or metric tons (t) of the total mass 
of cargo and containers. Ships carrying a combination of containers and other cargoes: A TEU mass of 10 t could 
be applied for loaded TEUs and 2 t for empty TEUs.                                                                                                         
For passenger ships, including Ro-Ro passenger ships: Number of passengers or gross tonnes of the ship.
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Establishing EEOI

• Main steps for establishing an EEOI are:

• Define the period for which EEOI is calculated (or the voyage)

• Define data sources for data collection

• Collect data

• Calculate EEOI

• Port operation and ballast voyages, as well as voyages which are 
not used for transport of cargo, such as voyage for docking 
service, should also be included

• Voyages for the purpose of securing the safety of a ship or saving 
life at sea should be excluded.
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Calculating EEOI
• Data sources

• Bridge log-book

• Engine log-book

• Deck log-book

• Other official records

• EEOI is normally calculated for one voyage.

• Average EEOI for a number of voyages can be carried out.

• Rolling average, when used, can be calculated in a suitable time 
period, e.g.:

• One year or 

• Number of voyages, e.g. 10 voyages, which are agreed as 
statistically relevant to the initial averaging period
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Calc. of the EEOI – Data sheet template
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• Example (includes a single ballast voyage)

• Unit: tonnes CO2/(tons x nautical miles)

Calculation of the EEOI (example)

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Calculation of the EEOI (example)
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SEEMP Related Measures Aspects to be considered for ship Operations
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The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by 

the European Union and is implemented by IMO

THANK YOU
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Ship energy efficiency operational measures

Just-in-time

Trim/ballast optimization

System planning and reduced demand

Hull and engine conditions
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Operational measures
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Ship energy efficiency operational measures (SEEOM)

Operation management:

• Speed reduction / slow steaming

• Optimum trim/draft

• Voyage/itinerary optimization

• Weather routing

Maintenance and condition monitoring

• Hull condition and cleaning

• Propeller cleaning/polishing/balancing

• Engine condition and tuning

• Steam plant improvements

Auxiliary load management

• Reduction of electrical load

• Load and utilization management

Training of crew and staff
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SEEOMs – Cost effectiveness

Marginal Abatement Cost Curve (MACC)
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Just-in-time operation
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Just in Time

• Just in Time (JIT) concept: Where is the idea from? 

• JIT in shipping: Operation management to avoid unnecessary waiting and idle 

periods of ship operations in all phases of a voyage or modes of operation:

• at sea operation 

• at port operation

Good and early communications with next port:

Up to date with berth availability

Facilitate the use of optimum speed.

Good and early communications between fleet department, master and 

charterer.

Improve cargo handling operation and avoid delays. 
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Why ship’s waiting / inactivity?

Domestic ships’ movement is influenced by many factors such as:

• Requirements of “cargo owner”: When/where cargo should be loaded/discharged. 

• Slotting issue in ports: Berth availability / cargo space availability.

• Regulatory issues that may lead to:

• Prevention of entry to port.

• Detention for some periods of time

• Technical failures that leads to loss of ship availability.

• Lack of business (cargo).
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Just in Time/Virtual Arrival

• Virtual arrival: Is a specific form 

/name for Just In Time.

• Virtual arrival aim: Reduce 

waiting times / achieve longer 

passage time thus reduced 

ship’s voyage average speed. 

• A significant level of energy 

saving is expected with virtual 

arrival.

• A significant reduction in port-

area emissions.
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Just in Time/Virtual Arrival – JiT/VA Processes

Step 1 - Identification of 

change in itinerary: For 

example to identify a delay at 

the next port of destination.

Step 2 - Agreement to new 

itinerary: Parties involved 

agree to a change in ship’s 

itinerary.

Step 3 - Speed adjustment: As 

a result of the newly agreed 

itinerary, the ship’s speed or the 

engine RPM is reduced.
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Itinerary & voyage management – Main players?

• Improvements to ship itinerary requires efforts by all parties involved:

• Charterer (operation department): On time decision making on ship itinerary 

and overall steaming speed.

• Ship master: On-time operation of the ship, within the terms of charter party.

• Port authorities: On time berth availability / loading / unloading / etc.

• Interaction between above parties that leads to actual (achieved) ship itinerary. 
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Just in Time and Virtual Arrival – Benefits

• Fuel saving and CO2 reduction and cost reductions are the main benefits.

• Other benefits include:

• Other emissions reductions

• Releasing ship for other activities

• The improved planning of in-port activities

• Port benefits: Reduced port congestion, less emissions, reduced noise and 

enhanced safety. 
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Weather routing
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Weather Routing – Why? 

• Ship safety by avoiding extreme adverse sea conditions

• Save fuel and possibly reduce the voyage duration:

• Avoid head winds and currents, if possible

• Adjust speed according to water depth

• Mainly effective for long ocean passages where alternative routes exist.

• Mainly effective for short sea shipping with variable water depth operation.
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Weather Routing –

Impact of water depth and wind on fuel consumption

Ship Speed Water Depth Increase (%)

10 15 3

10 100 0

17 15 10

17 100 0

20 15 20

20 100 0

wd Type Increase (%)

315-360, 0-45
Head wind

4

45-135, 225-
315

Side wind 2

135-225 Tail wind 1

Fuel consumption increase (%) for different water depths and ship speeds

Approximate relation between wind direction and increased fuel oil consumption for

each unit of Beaufort.
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Maneuvering and course control

• Generally, ship maneuvers can be divided into routine 

maneuvering and maneuvering in safety-critical and 

emergency situations.

• Routine maneuvering in open seas covers ship-

handling under normal conditions. 

• Maneuvering in coastal areas, at entrances to ports 

and in harbor basins, etc. 

• Maneuvering is always connected to fuel saving and 

energy efficiency.

• The more the maneuvering, the higher the fuel 

consumption. 
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Trim optimization
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Trim Optimisation – Physics of trim

• The large dependencies of ship performance on the trim is because trim causes:

• Changes to wave resistance

• Changes to wetted surfaces (thus frictional resistance).

• Changes to form resistance due to transom submergence

• Changes to various propulsion coefficients including:

• Resistance coefficients

• Thrust deduction

• Wake fraction

• Changes to propulsive efficiencies including:

• Relative rotative efficiency.

• Propeller efficiency
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Trim Optimisation – Impact of trim

Source: Lloyd’s Register

• Trim impact depends on ship 

speed and draft.

• The impact of trim either is 

measured by model test or 

calculated using CFD.

• Guidance table for trim is 

normally prepared for ship-

board use.

• As indicated impact of trim 

could be significant.
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Trim Optimisation – Operation best practice 

• Currently, the great majority of industry include even keel operation (zero trim) is 

the normal practice.

• This generally may represent the optimal trim for ships with high block coefficients 

and non-pronounced bulbous bow (e.g. tankers). 

• In ships with slimmer body and higher speed, the impact of trim on performance 

could be significant.

• In use of trim optimization, the following ship types would be given higher 

considerations:

• Container ships

• RoRo cargo and passenger ships

• RoRo car carriers

• Effective use of the loading computers capabilities is important for safe trimming of 

the vessel.

Trim Optimisation – Operation best practice 

• Trim influences ship fuel consumption significantly, with evidence showing 

up to 4% savings.

• Trim impact is via changes to ship hydrodynamics and resistances.

• For every ship, there is a range of optimal trim; 

• The optimum trim is a function of ship speed and draft.

• For certain ship types in particular those with higher speeds, slimmer body, 

pronounced bulbous bow and flat stern, trim will have more impact.

• Optimal trim are established either through extensive model testing or CFD

analytical methods.

• To achieve optimal trim, due consideration should be given to ship loading 

and its load planning.

• Ballast water and to some extent bunker fuel may be used to trim the vessel.
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Ballast water optimization
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Ballast Water Optimization
Why ballast water?

• Ballast water is essential to control trim, list, 

draught, stability and stresses of the ship. 

Ballast water regulations?

• Ballast water activities on board ship is 

heavily regulated.

• The regulations mainly relate to prevention 

of specifics from their natural habitats to 

other ports.

Ballast water operations?

• Ballast water exchange

• Loading ballast water

• Discharging ballast water
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How ballast water impacts energy efficiency?

In a number of ways:

• Amount of ballast water: Changes ship displacement, thus wetted surfaces and 

ship resistance. 

• Generally, the more ballast water or ballast sediments are carried around, the 

bigger will be ship displacement and more energy consumption is expected.

• Change in ship trim: Trim optimisation via effective use of ballast water could 

lead to gains in energy efficiency.

• Ballast exchange process: Energy is used for exchange of ballast. Therefore 

process optimisation could lead to reduction of energy use.
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Ballast Water Optimization – Energy efficiency methods

• Carrying less ballast water:

• For energy efficiency, it is generally desirable to carry less ballast.

• Of course this should not contravene any of the regulations and compromise ship safety.

• Also, this should not cause non-optimal trim.

• Efficient ballast management operations: This means performing ballast exchange or 

ballasting and de-ballasting in a way that is more energy efficient. For example:

• Gravity assisted ballast exchange is preferred to simple pumping in/out processes.

• Sequential ballast exchange is more energy efficient than flow-through method as less water 

needs to be displaced.

• Trim optimisation: Ballast should be used effectively to adjust the ship optimum trim

• Sediment removal: Sediment removal leads to better cargo capacity and energy efficiency.
Sequential method: In this method the ballast tanks are emptied until the ballast pumps lose suction and then the tanks are further 

stripped by eductor systems. This is followed by taking fresh ballast into the tank. 

Flow through method: In this method water in pumped into the tank and to allow it to overflow through the air vent or dedicated 

overflow vents. Three times the volume of the tank is to be pumped through to get a 95 percent efficiency of exchange.  

Dilution Method: In this method the tank has two openings; water is pumped in from one opening and flows out through the other.
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Hull coating and maintenance
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Hull Coating

• For lower speed ships skin friction resistance 

dominates;

• For a very large crude carrier (VLCC) at full 

load condition 90% of resistance is from hull 

friction;

• Strategy: Reducing hull friction resistance.

• There are advanced hull coating that may be 

used for this purpose.

• Application of advanced coatings will be more 

expensive but return in terms of saving could 

be high.
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Hull monitoring and cleaning

• Hull fouling takes place over time.

• Rate of fouling depends on various factors:

• Ship operation regions

• Speed and operation profile

• Hull coating and hull surfaces

• Net result: significant increase in fuel 

consumption.

• Use of proper hull monitoring analysis 

system and cleaning could support the 

reduced fuel consumption.

• A lot of service providers perform hull 

performance monitoring.

Propulsive power versus speed
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Ship / Engine Performance Monitoring

• Recording of relevant data and 

ensuring data quality

• Present performance trends over 

time

• Compare with relevant benchmarks

• Help ships to be operated at their 

most efficient points

Evidence of impact of hull condition

There are ample evidence showing the significant impact of hull condition on fuel oil 

consumption
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Main factors that influence hull fouling rates

• Initial roughness of the hull

• Quality of hull coating 

• Robustness of the coating with respect to mechanical damage

• The areas of the hull where there is sunlight 

• Sea water temperature

• The salinity of the water (performance of coating will be a function of 

salinity of water)

• Amount of algae in the water

• Ship speed and its operation profile

• Hull maintenance

Main types of hull coatings

• Controlled Depletion Polymer (CDP) – A traditional antifouling:

• Based on water soluble natural or synthetic pine rosin mixed with a 

biocide. 

• Typical life: 3 years.

• The average hull roughness increase: 40 μm per year.

• Self-Polishing Copolymer (SPC)

• An insoluble metallic or organic synthetic polymer that contains a 

biocide. No ship movement is required for self polishing. 

• Typical life: Five years for high quality systems

• Average hull roughness increase: 20 μm per year.

• Foul-release Coating

• A biocide-free coating with non-stick properties to control fouling. 

• Full release of all fouling due to ship speed is a challenge in some 

cases. Also, mechanical damage is especially critical

• Average hull roughness increase: 5 μm per year, limited data.

Hull cleaning

• Regular in-service cleaning is beneficial if damage to coating is 

avoided.

• For partial cleaning, the priorities:

• Forward third of hull.

• Remainder of hull working from forward to aft with emphasis on 

areas which have more exposure to light.

• Regular cleaning of macro-fouling is highly recommended.

• For best results, the scheduling of cleaning should be based either 

on performance monitoring or on regular under-water inspections. 

• Regular inspection, photographs and roughness measurements 

would be a prudent way to monitor the impact of cleaning and the 

condition of the coating.

Other aspects for hull cleaning

 Regulatory Guidelines: IMO MEPC.207(62) resolution on 

“Guidelines for the Control and Management of Ships’ Biofouling to 

Minimize the Transfer of Invasive Aquatic Species”. This asks for a 

Bio-fouling Management Plan (BfMP) and a Bio-fouling Record 

Book (BfRB) to be on-board. This may limit the locational scope for 

cleaning of the hull.

 Area of operation: Anti-foul hull coatings are generally designed for 

salt water and area of operation will have impacts on choice of 

coating.

 Hull cathodic protection system: The installation of a hull cathodic

protection system should could reduce the corrosion of the hull. 

 Lay-up: If a ship has been in lay up in a high fouling area for a long 

time it may need to be taken to dry dock to be cleaned before it can 

be put into service. 

Propeller aspects

• Similar to the hull surface, propellers suffer degradation in 

performance due to surface roughness.  

• Polishing will mainly reduce the frictional losses of the propeller but 

will in many cases also reduce the rotational losses.

• Corrosion and cavitation erosion and impingement attack can cause 

roughness.

• Improper maintenance can also increase roughness.

• It has been estimated that polishing a roughened propeller surface 

may result in a decrease in fuel consumption of up to 3%. 

• Divers can clean a 5 bladed and 10 m diameter propeller in about 3-

4 hours for a cost of about US $3,000 in the Far East (Europe is 

more expensive). What is cost of getting propeller clean in Pacific?

Condition based hull and propeller cleaning
• Major questions:

• What/When are the optimal timings for hull and propeller 

cleaning?

• What is the best routine for cleaning whilst safeguarding the 

existing paint system.

• What is the time and cost to apply a new coating and which 

one?

• Condition-based hull and propeller maintenance tries to give an 

answer for bullet 1. This can be done in two ways: 

• Measure/observe actual hull and propeller roughness/fouling 

and compare with baseline values that indicate when cleaning 

should be done. Use of divers.

• Use performance analysis packages that track changes in fuel 

consumption, shaft power and main engine power to identify 

degrading surface conditions. 
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Fuel Management

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Typical fuel oil system 

• Storage tanks

• Transfer pumps

• Settling tank

• Purifiers 

(centrifuge)

• Service tanks

• Flow meter

• Heaters

• Viscosity 

regulator

Typical fuel oil system for a cargo ship [Source: 

http://www.machineryspaces.com/fuel-oil-treatment.html]

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO
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Fuel management aspects

• Fuel quality has significant impact on engines’ and boilers reliability 

and performance. 

• The limits for fuel quality parameter as set out in International marine 

fuel standard, ISO 8217.

• The standard specifications are based on the understanding that the 

fuel will be treated on-board.

• Fuel management relates to:

• Bunkering

• Storage

• Transfer and treatment

• Combustion

• Etc.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Fuel bunkering main activities

• Handling: Safe handling and pollution prevention

• Quantity: Correct measurements before, during and after bunker 

operations, 

• Storage of delivered fuel: Use of correct storage tanks (to avoid 

mixing of incompatible fuels) 

• Samples: Collection of representative samples for regulatory 

purposes

• Quality: Analysis of fully representative samples as first line of 

defence against poor quality fuels. 

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO
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Fuel quality and quantity assurance

Importance of knowing your fuel helps with:

• Appropriate ship-board storage, handling, treatment and 

combustion.

• The use of fuel in a most safe and efficient way.  

• Compliance to environmental regulations.

• Maximise combustion performance.

• Reduce commercial, technical and operational risks associated with 

using varying quality fuels.

• Appropriate actions are taken to avoid any adverse effects and 

mitigating disputes.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Fuel storage and transfer

Avoid co-mingling:

• Do not mix different batches 

of fuels to the extent possible.

• Incompatibility is the most 

common problem with the 

bunker fuel mixing that leads 

to clogged filters, engine 

damage, etc.

Clogged fuel pipes due to poor quality of fuel

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

http://www.machineryspaces.com/fuel-oil-treatment.html
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Bunker quantity measurement

• Manual gauging of all the fuel tanks before and after bunkers

• Ship-board fuel inventory analysis:

• This is normally done through tank sounding and is currently 

the most widely used practice.

• Use of the mass flow meters:

• Based on the performance of the available technologies. 

• A number of options are available (volumetric, Coriolis, 

ultrasound). 

• All require varied degrees of correction for fuel density and 

temperature.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Fuel treatment - Settling tank

• The role of settling tank is to separate heavy residues and water from the 

fuel through the natural settling process. 

• To provide best performance:

• Settling tank temperature should normally be maintained between 60-

70oC for HFO.

• Transfer of fuel to the settling tank for top up to be in small quantities at 

frequent intervals not to cause major change in temperature or settling 

disturbances.

• Drain off water and sludge at the settling tank bottom drains at regular 

intervals. Frequent / low volume is the most effective way of removing 

settled contaminants.

• It is always preferable to use the lower blow-down outlet to minimise 

the space available for sludge accumulation and give early warning of 

contamination issues.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO
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Fuel treatment - Purification

• Centrifugal separators are used to separate 

sludge, water, cat fines, etc.

• The efficiency of a centrifugal separator is 

affected by:

• Composition of the fuel

• Quantity of fuel

• Temperature of fuel

• Cleanliness of the separator and its general 

working conditions.

• For good purifier performance:

• Operate purifiers in an optimum manner.

• Make sure purification system and its disks 

are correctly working.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Fuel treatment – Viscosity control

• For use of fuels in engines, an optimal injection viscosity is required, at the 

engine inlet.

• This is achieved via fuel correct temperature control. 

• Incorrect injection viscosity results in poor atomisation which affects the 

engine efficiency by which the fuel is burnt. 

Fuel steam heating for viscosity control

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO
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Fuel additives

• Additives could provide benefits for marine fuels mainly in areas:

• Improvement of fuel combustion

• Reduction of particulate matter and visible smoke.

• Overcoming soot build-up in the exhaust system

• Economiser improvements via keeping them clean, foul free with a 

reduction in risk of fire.

• Reduction and inhibition of deposit build-up on piston rings, injector 

nozzles and valves.

• Reduction and prevention of cylinder liner lacquering build-up.

• Protection against fuel pump and injector needle seizures
The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Summary of fuel management energy efficiency measures
• Economical amount of bunker to be carried around.

• Proper temperature control of fuel at various stages of treatment.

• Ensure tank fittings (manhole covers, vent pipes, etc.) do not allow water, 

cargo or other material to get into the fuel. 

• Ensure heating coils are tight.

• Ensure that tank wall condition is in good order avoiding corrosion or other 

material being entrained with the fuel which then has to be removed.

• Maintain settling tanks at a correct temperature enables the purifier 

heaters to achieve the required treatment temperature.

• Periodically verify that the viscosity controller is working correctly.

• Monitor fuel oil sludge levels and ensure that sludge levels are not high 

due to poor maintenance of the purifiers (homogenisers can be used to 

reduce the sludge levels).
The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO
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Ship-board operational planning

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Transit: 

Ship sailing in open ocean/unrestricted waters

Typically:

• Ship is travelling at its sea-speed or cruising speed

• Propulsion engines operating at highest loads

• Aux. engine loads required by ship are at their 

lowest loads

• Aux. boilers are off

• Economizers are on because of high propulsion 

engine exhaust temperatures

• Vessel fuel consumption: at its highest level due to 

the propulsion system’s power requirements and 

auxiliary fuel consumption is low

Modes of operation 

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Modes of operation 

Transitioning / Maneuvering: Ship typically 

operating within confined channels or approaching 

harbor

Typically:

• Ship is transiting at its slowest speeds

• Propulsion engines are operating at low loads

• Aux. engine loads at highest load of any mode, as 

additional onboard equipment (thrusters, air 

scavengers/blowers) and generators are online 

• Aux. boilers are on because economizers not 

functioning due to low propulsion engine loads (& 

resulting lower exhaust temperatures)

• Vessel fuel consumption: very low for propulsion 

system, highest for auxiliary engines, low for aux. 

boilers

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Modes of operation 

At-Berth or anchored: 

Ship is secured and not moving

Typically:

• Propulsion engines are off

• Aux. engine loads can be high if ship is self-

discharging its cargo

• Aux. boilers are operated to keep propulsion 

engine and fuel systems warm in case ship is 

ordered to leave port on short notice, for crew 

amenities, etc.

• Vessel fuel consumption: medium to high for aux. 

engines; medium to very high for boilers

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Engine load management

• Load factor: Actual power output 

of the engine relative to its 

Maximum Continuous Rating 

(MCR) - Normally specified in %.

• Efficiency of a diesel engine is a 

function of its load factor.

• Load management aims to operate 

engines at a more optimal load.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Engine load management – For auxiliary engines

• Load management of auxiliary engine for reducing:

• Engines’ fuel consumption

• Engines’ maintenance costs. 

• Each ship has normally three auxiliary engines, each connected to a generator (DG)

• On-board ships, two DGs are normally operated for long periods. This is normally 

done for:

• In ports

• Standby periods

• Tank cleaning periods, 

• Movement in restricted waters

• Etc. 

• This often leads to unnecessary simultaneous use of multiple engines at low loads. 
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How to reduce auxiliary engines utilisation 

• Step 1 – Establish the load factor of various 

DGs via collection and analysis of data.

• Step 2 – Benchmark to identify if engines are 

used more than necessary.

• Step 3 – Reduce the use of 2-DGs

• Methods to reduce auxiliary loads: Proactive 

demand management including load 

reduction and load scheduling via “ship-

board operations planning”.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Ship-board operations planning – Areas to cover

• Ship operation involves a variety of activities and tasks including:

• Loading

• Unloading

• Ballasting and de-ballasting

• Inner gas generation and top ups for crude oil and product tankers

• Bunkering

• Manoeuvring

• Stand-by

• Normal passage operation

• Waiting and anchorage

• Fresh water generation

• Potable water generation

• Planning of the above require good coordination between deck and engine 

departments.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Ship-board operations planning – For electrical load 

reduction

• Avoid unnecessary energy use via switching off the machinery when not needed.

• Stop all non-essential machinery and equipment use via planning:

• Step 1 – Identify these items.

• Step 2 – Define procedures for the execution of tasks

• Step 3 – Implement the procedure.

• Step 4 – Monitor and control.

• Avoid use of excessive parallel operation of machinery.

• Optimize HVAC operation on board.

• Coordinate and enhance deck and engine departments communications on issue 

of efficient use of machinery.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Ship-board operations planning – For auxiliary boiler use 

reduction
• Effective use of exhaust gas economiser.

• Avoid additional use of auxiliary boilers:

• The requirement for steam need to be examined and planned. 

• The steam system maintenance/boilers should be done properly.

• Cargo heating plan

• For ships with cargo heating requirements. 

• The cargo heating plan is best to be made soon after loading cargo.

• The plan will include how and when and what temperatures? 

• It is also part of best practice for vessels to complete the heating log abstract 

(daily basis).

• A review of the heating log abstract will help with better future planning.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Cargo Heating Plan 

Two typical 

cargo heating 

pattern graphs.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Energy Management System and Plan
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Ship energy management system

Source: ISO 50001:2011

A continuous improvement PDCA cycle

Company Energy management system (ISO 50001) Ship SEEMP (IMO)
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Ship Energy Management: A systematic approach

Need to:

• Set clear policies and goals for the fuel saving projects.

• Set a roadmap for 3-5 years.

• Approach it in a step-by-step way with proper monitoring.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Ship Energy Management: 3-Step Approach

From low-

hanging 

fruits to 

major 

capital 

investments

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Summary and conclusions

• There are a significant number of Ship Energy Efficiency Operational Measures 

(SEEOM).

• Saving energy operationally, requires a continuous improvement method and 

mindset.

• SEEMP regulation advocates the above approach.

• A number of key energy saving measures were analyzed together with their basis 

and impacts.

• The question remained to be answered is:

WHY SHIPPING DOES NOT TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SUCH POTENTIALS?

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by 

the European Union and is implemented by IMO

THANK YOU
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Innovative and new technologies and fuels

• Innovative technologies

• Wind

• Solar

• Hull air lubrication

• Alternative fuel

• LNG

• Nuclear?

• Etc.

WartsillaSail

Flettner

Rotor

Solar
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Ship hydrodynamics

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Ship resistances

• Frictional

• Wave making

• Eddy

• Air

• Total towing resistance

• Power needed

• Resistance is generally proportional to ship speed V2

• Propulsion power needed s proportional to V3

• Fuel consumption per nautical mile is proportional to V2

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Propulsion optimisation

• Reduce resistance

• Increase efficiencies:

• Hull

• Propeller

• Rel. Rotation

• Shaft efficiency
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Hull form

• Hull design optimisation can lead to significant reduction in fuel consumption.

• Areas for improvement include:

• Hull itself – reduce skin friction.

• After-body – reduce wave making resistance.

• Bulbous bow - reduce wave making resistance.

• Flow optimisation around hull appendices and openings.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Ship aerodynamics

• Reducing air resistance.

• More streamlined design of 
superstructures.

• Deck-board location of machinery 
systems.

Source: SVA Hydrodynamic Solutions
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Hull form – bulbous bow impact

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Hull air lubrication

• Reduces hull skin friction by creating a 

partial air cushion.

• Up to 15% of fuel savings is claimed.

• This technology is still under trials and 

a number of pilot trials are underway.

• With Mitsubishi system, 6% savings 

has been reported in pilot cases.

Source: Mitsubishi

Ref.: System by DK Group 
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Fore-body optimization and bulbous bow

• Fore-body optimization 

includes consideration of for 

example bulb design. 

• A properly designed bulbous 

bow reduces wave 

resistance by producing its 

own wave system that is out 

of phase with the bow wave 

from the hull, creating a 

cancelling effect

Soumya Chakrabortv

Maersk, Jonathan Wichmann

A Maersk 

ship getting 

a “nose 

job”!
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Technologies:

• Propeller Boss Cap Fin (PBCF)

• Efficiency rudder

• Contra-rotating propeller

• Ducted propeller

NOTE: 

The effectiveness of each of the above technologies will vary from ship to ship.

Propulsion (propeller) technologies
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Propeller energy balance

Most of the technologies aim to recover part of the 40% losses

Efficiency
60%

Rotational 
losses

5%

Frictional 
losses
15%

Axial losses
20%
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Improving Propeller Efficiency – Wake field improvement

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Devices forward of propeller - Ducts

• A number of designs exists

• Wake field equalisation: The 

installed duct provides a more 

uniform wake field for the 

propeller.

• Reduction of propeller hub 

vortex: An improved flow behind 

the duct significantly reduces 

the propeller hub vortex.

• More suitable for the larger 

ships and hull forms.

Mewis duct

Wake equalizing duct

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Mewis Duct – Becker Marine System

• It channels the water flow more 

accurately over the propeller and 

so create better efficiency.

• Becker Mewis Duct device have 

indicated energy savings up to 8% 

with an average of 6.5%.
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Efficiency rudder

• High efficiency rudders: Recovering of 
residual energy from propeller. 

• Results in slimmer rudder profile, reduced 
rudder size and reduced hub drag.

• Installed on many vessels.

• Mostly suitable for ships with full aft body.

• 3 to 7% energy savings is claimed.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Devices forward of propeller – Pre-swirl stator
• Enhanced propeller efficiency via fitting of 

the bladed stators on the hull immediately 

forward of the propeller. 

• The stator fins adjusts the flow into 

propeller as the same happens in in normal 

pumps with guide vanes. 

• A gain of 4% in propulsion power is 

claimed. 

• As with the ducts, the device is especially 

suitable for the larger ships and hull forms.

• Its first installation on a 320,000 DWT 

VLCC has resulted in a 4% reduction in fuel 

consumption with more installations 

afterwards

DSME system [SPPA]
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Propeller Boss Cap Fin (PBCF)

• Propeller has some flow losses that is 

recovered by PBCF.

• PBCF eliminates or reduces the hub vortices 

generated. 

• As a result, PBCF can play an important role in 

reducing propeller generated noise and 

vibration.

• It is suitable for slow speed vessel. 

• PBCF boost propulsive efficiency by about 5% 

and ship fuel efficiency by about 2%.

• PBCF can be retrofitted easily to an existing 

ship. 
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Propeller Boss Cap Fins (PBCF)

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Mitsui OSK – Propeller Boss 
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Contra-rotating propeller / podded contra-rotating 

propeller

• Eliminates exit rotational losses which are 

almost 8-10% for conventional propellers.

• Improves propulsive efficiency by 16-20%.

• Better cavitation performance.

• Podded arrangement system shown in the 

diagram.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Engine technology

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Engine efficiency ranges
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De-rated engines

• De-rating of the engine – Choice 

of a larger engine but with:

• A reduced MCR;

• Same normal maximum 

cylinder pressure for the 

design continuous service 

rating; and 

• Lower mean effective 

pressure.

• The above results in a lower ship 

fuel oil consumption (SFOC).

• SFOC reduction ≤5% is reported.
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Waste heat recovery

• Heat recovery from engines.

• Systems offered combine the base diesel engine with gas turbine and steam 

turbine.

• Higher power plant efficiency of 10-15% is claimed for the integrated system.

• Payback periods of 4-7 years is claimed, depending on fuel prices.

• Both MAN B&W and Wartsilla based systems are offered.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Waste heat recovery system and hybrid propulsion

Main engine
M/G

Aux. engineG

Aux. engineG

Aux. engineG

Ship service steam

shaft motor/generator / 

PMS

Siemens AG

Turbocharger

Power Turbine

Steam Turbine

Generator

exhaust gas economizer

Aalborg Industries

G

steam / power turbine
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Main engine tuning

Wärtsilä SULZER

Shore connection

Siemens AG
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Renewable energy devices

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Renewable energy – Wind and sail concepts

Wartsila’s concepts

• Wing shaped sails of composite material installed 

on deck – possible efficiency gain of ~20%.

Flettner rotors installed on deck – provides thrusts 

perpendicular to wind direction. 

• Pilot cases have been tried successfully

Skysails are being developed as towing-kites.

• Suited more to larger vessels at speeds <16 knots.

• A proper routing system is required.

• On trial on for 2 ships.

Ref: SkySails GmbH & Co 
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Renewable energy - Solar

• NYK’s PCC Auriga Leader –

200m x 32m x 34m; 6200 cars; 18,700 dwt.

• 328 solar panels, USD 1.68m, 

40 kW, ~0.3% of installed power.

• Combined sails with solar are also 

proposed.
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Auxiliary systems and machinery

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Variable speed drives

Power-flow characteristics
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Outlet control Inlet control Variable speed drive

• Applicable to fluid rotating machinery such as pumps, compressors, etc.

• Flow control is best to be carried out by speed control.

• Recommended when the flow 

rate changes with time.

• Potential area of application:

• HVAC system fans.

• Boiler fans.

• IG fans.

• Pumps.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

High efficiency electric motors

• Electric motor efficiencies are 

normally quoted at 80-95%.

• The range is relatively wide and 

there could be significant 

differences between alternative 

designs.

• There are standards for energy 

efficient motors.

• This diagram shows the electric 

motor rating scheme based on 

European standards.
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Lighting system

• Energy saving lamps.

• Occupancy sensors (public areas).

• Cabin card operated electric switches.

• Advanced lighting controls (cruise ships).

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Economic assessment of technologies

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

What about cost-effectiveness of technologies?

• Marginal Abatement Cost Curves (MACC) are used to show potential CO2

reduction of each technology and associated costs/benefits.

• MACC shows the reduction potential (tonne/year) and abatement cost 

($spent/tonne CO2 reduction) on one diagram.

• A large number of MACC has been produced by various organisations.

• Cost-effectiveness of technologies are measured by pay-back periods or NPV (Net 

Present Value).

• In general, we need a MACC for each ship type and size to be able to identify best 

methods of CO2 reductions.
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NYK Super Eco Ship 2030

• State of the art future technologies.

• Optimized hull and propellers.

• Lightweight material.

• Extensive use of solar and wind 

power.

• Change from diesel to fuel cell.

• Hybrid-electric propulsion

• Battery energy storage system.

• Full hybrid system.

• LNG as fuel.

A long term solution

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

NYK Super Eco Ship 2030

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Summary and conclusions

• Selected energy efficient technologies were reviewed and discussed.

• Future ships, because of EEDI, will have:

• A better naval architecture characteristics.

• More optimal hull and propeller designs.

• More energy efficient engines.

• Move to low carbon fuels such as LNG

• Reduced design speeds in particular container ships.

• More electrification and hybrid systems.

• As a result of the above, ship technologies will become more complex and ship 

building cost will increase. 

• However, ships total lifecycle cost and environmental impacts will reduce.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by 

the European Union and is implemented by IMO

THANK YOU
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Further measures to enhance Ship Energy Efficiency 

Ship Energy Efficiency Appraisal Tool
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Ship Energy Efficiency

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

EEDI and SEEMP: Mandatory from 2013

EEOI: Voluntary

• Technical and SEEO measures can provide significant improvements but will not 

be able to provide total net reductions if demand continues

• Future CO2 emissions - significant increase predicted: 50-250% by 2050 in the 

absence of further regulations (3rd IMO GHG Study 2014)

• Demand is the primary driver

• Changes in the fuel mix have a limited impact on GHGEs

MBMs: Currently suspended

Further measures: Under discussion

Ship Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI), Operational Indicator (EEOI) & Measures (EEOM), and 

Management Plan (SEEMP)

IMO initiatives for GHGE control from ships 

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Further measures to enhance the energy efficiency 

of ships

Development of a data collection system for fuel consumption 

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Data Collection System (DCS) for Fuel Consumption (FC)

• IMO MEPC 64 (Oct 2012) considered a proposal by the US to enhance the energy 

efficiency of international shipping through a phased approach as follows:

1. Establishment of mandatory attained efficiency standards potentially using a 

metric based on FC

2. Establishment of a phased approach consisting of:

• DCS phase (Phase I)

• Pilot phase (Phase II)

• Full implementation phase (Phase III)

• Draft regulatory text for amendments to MARPOL Annex VI was also proposed 

based on the above phased approach 
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DCS for FC

• MEPC 65 (May 2013) noted considerable support for US proposal (the US 

submitted revision document MEPC 65/4/19), in particular for Phase I: “data 

collection & analysis phase”

• MEPC agreed to establish a sub-agenda item under MEPC’s agenda item 4 (Air 

pollution and energy efficiency):

FURTHER TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL MEASURES FOR ENHANCING 

THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING

Since then, considerable work has been undertaken in developing a framework for a 

Global Integrated Shipping Information System (GISIS)/DCS

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Outcome of MEPC 68 (May 2015) 

• Agreed that development of a DCS for ships should progress and follow a 

three-step approach: 

1. DC;

2. data analysis; and 

3. followed by decision-making on what further measures, if any, are required

• Noted that a purpose of the DCS was to analyse energy efficiency and that for 

this analysis to be effective some transport work data needs to be included

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

DCS for FC

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

DCS for FC

• At end of each calendar year: ship shall aggregate the data collected in that 

calendar year

• Within three months after the end of each calendar year: ship shall report to its 

Administration or any organization duly authorized by it the aggregated value for 

each datum specified in appendix IX

• Submission of data via electronic communication and using standardized format 

developed by IMO

• Data shall be verified according to procedures established by the Administration, 

taking into account guidelines developed by IMO 

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

DCS for FC

Footnotes:
2/3. GT/NT should be calculated in accordance with the International Convention on Tonnage Measurement of Ships (ITC 1969). 

4. DWT means the difference in tonnes between the displacement of a ship in water of relative density of 1kg/m3 at the summer 
load draught and the lightweight of the ship. The summer load draught should be taken as the maximum summer draught as 

certified in the stability booklet approved by the MSA or RO. If not applicable, note "N/A". 

6. Distance travelled should be defined as distance travelled through the water in accordance with SOLAS Chapter V.

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

DCS for FC

• Upon receipt of data, Administration (MSA) or organization (RO) duly authorized 

shall determine whether data has been reported in accordance with regulation 22A 

and if so issue a Statement of Compliance to the ship no later than 5 months 

from the beginning of the calendar year
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DCS for FC

• MSA1 to submit FC data to IMO for inclusion in a centralized database2 (no 

later than 1 month after issuing Statements of Compliance)

• Submission of data via electronic communication and using standardized 

format developed by IMO

• Disaggregated data that underlies annual values to be readily available for a 

period of not less than 12 months from the end of the most recent calendar 

year, and be made available to MSA upon request

• Prior to transfer of ship to another Flag: Ship shall report to its MSA the 

aggregated data for the period of the calendar year corresponding to that MSA

• Prior to change of registered owner: Ship shall report to its MSA the 

aggregated data for the period of the calendar year corresponding to that owner

1. MSA- Maritime ‘Safety’ Administration/Authority

2. IMO GISIS- Global Integrated Shipping Information System

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

IMO FC Database

• Shall be undertaken and managed by the IMO Secretary-General (pursuant to 

guidelines developed by IMO)

• IMO SG shall produce an annual report to the MEPC summarizing the data 

collected, the status of missing data, and such other relevant information as 

requested by the MEPC 

• IMO SG shall maintain an anonymized database such that identification of a 

specific ship will not be possible

• Parties shall have access to the anonymized data strictly for their analysis and 

consideration 

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

DCS for FC

• MEPC 69 WG noted that due to time constraints it was unable to finalize the draft 

amendments to the 2012 Guidelines for the development of a Ship Energy 

Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP).

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

DCS for FC

Ship MSA (or RO) IMO SG PSC

• Revise SEEMP to include 

methodology for DC

• Collect data (including FC

by fuel oil type, distance 

travelled, hours underway)

• Aggregate data at end of 

calendar year

• Report data to MSA or RO

(within 3 months after end 

of calendar year OR at time 

of transfer of flag or owner) 

• Keep underlining data (for a 

period of not less than 12 

months from the end of the 

most recent calendar year)

• Verify DC Plan (under 

SEEMP)

• Verify data reported

• Issue Statement of 

Compliance (no later 

than 5 months from 

beginning of calendar 

year)

• Transfer data to IMO

• Access to the 

anonymized data 

strictly for purpose of 

analysis and 

consideration 

• Database 

Management

• Annual 

Report

Check 

Statement of 

Compliance

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Potential earliest schedule (subject to MEPC 70 confirmation)

2016 2018 2019 2020 2021

IMO Adoption 

MEPC 70 

(October) 

Effective 1 

March

IMO SG to produce

annual report of 

2019 data (after 1 

July)

IMO SG to produce

annual report of 

2020 data (after 1 

July)

Ship

≥5000 

GT

Revise SEEMP 

and submit to 

Administration 

DC for 12 

months 

DC for 12 months 

Report aggregated

2019 data within 3 

months 

DC for 12 months 

Report aggregated

2020 data within 3 

months 

Flag or 

RO

Verify SEEMP Verify 2019 data 

Issue SoC to ship 

within 5 months 

Report 2019 data 

to IMO (within 1 

month after issuing 

SoC)

Verify 2020 data 

Issue SoC to ship 

within 5 months 

Report 2020 data to 

IMO (within 1 month 

after issuing SoC)

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

• MEPC 69 approved draft amendments to MARPOL Annex VI to include DC 

System (DCS) for FC

• MEPC 70 (October 2016) to consider draft amendments for adoption

• Application: ships of ≥5,000 GT on international voyages

• Methodology for collecting the data to be outlined in the ship specific SEEMP

• Data to be collected includes: IMO#, technical characteristics, FC (by fuel type, in 

metric tons), distance travelled from berth to berth, hours not at berth

• Data to be aggregated into an annual figure at the end of each calendar year and 

reported by ship to the MSA (Flag State) <3 months

Summary – DCS for FC
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• Upon receipt of data, MSA or RO duly authorized shall determine whether data 

has been reported in accordance with regulation 22A and if so issue a Statement 

of Compliance to the ship <5 months from the beginning of the calendar year

• Administration to submit data to IMO for inclusion in a centralized database (<1 

month after issuing Statements of Compliance)

• Database shall be undertaken and managed by the IMO Secretary-General 

(pursuant to guidelines developed by IMO)

• Parties shall have access to the anonymized data strictly for their analysis and 

consideration 

Summary - DCS for FC

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Terms of reference: 

• Further develop, with a view to finalization at MEPC 70, the draft amendments to 

the SEEMP Guidelines …

• If time permits, develop:

• draft Guidelines for MSA data verification procedures …;

• electronic communication and standardized data reporting format …; 

• draft Guidelines for the development and management of the IMO Ship FC 

Database, including means to keep the ships anonymized and to ensure the 

completeness of the database….; and

• draft Guidelines to address non-party ships submitting data to the IMO Ship 

FC Database.

• submit a report to MEPC 70

Further work 

MEPC 69 established a correspondence group

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

IMO Energy Efficiency Appraisal Tool

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Energy Efficiency of shipping

Source: International Council on Clean Transportation (ICCT), Long-term potential for increased shipping

efficiency through the adoption of industry-leading practices, Wang & Lutsey, 2013

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Energy Efficiency of shipping

MARINE ENVIRONMENT DIVISION

• Triple-E: moves a tonne of cargo 184km using one kWh of energy

• With same amount of energy, a Boeing 747 can transport a tonne of cargo 0.5 km

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Historical prices for crude oil 

Source: www.eia.gov
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Potential energy efficiency improvements 

Source: ICCT, 2013

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Economics of energy efficiency improvements

Source:  

ICCT (2011) 
“Reducing 

Greenhouse 

Gas 

Emissions 
from Ships”

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Computer tool for appraisal of technical and operational 

measures

• IMO project using funds donated by Transport Canada

• Appraisal tool developed by DNV GL (based on their experience and analysis)

• Tool envisaged to support interested stakeholders in the investigation and 

assessment of SEEMs and could potentially serve as a decision making tool

• Tool calculates effect measures have on the EEDI and EEOI

• Tool calculates economic cost including MACC, the cost of reducing 1tonne CO2

• Tool output: List of the available measures for chosen ship type and size, and the 

effect and cost for the different measures

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Model description

MARINE ENVIRONMENT DIVISION

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

SEEMs included in model 

• Measure input database 

contains information on 

cost, effect and lifetime of 

different measures 

• Data sources: based on 

DNV GL R&D projects 

and experience gained 

from energy efficiency 

studies involving 25+ 

customers operating 

900+ ships

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Normal and advanced mode

Normal mode

• User only chooses ship type and size 

• Calculations are done based on predefined design, operational profile, financial 

parameters and a given set of measures

Advanced mode 

• User can specify the operational profile

• Adjust financial parameters

• Adjust the effect of operational measures

• Change the effect and cost of immature technologies

This setup allows the user easy access to valuable information in the normal mode 

and the possibility to adapt the model to a specific case in the advanced mode

http://www.theicct.org/sites/default/files/publications/ICCT_ShipEfficiency_20130723.pdf
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Uncertainty

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Project report, a user manual and the tool can be accessed via the IMO webpage at: 

http://www.imo.org/en/OurWork/Environment/PollutionPrevention/AirPollution/Pages/Computer-

based-model-to-appraise-the-technical-and-operational-energy-efficiency-measures-for-ships.aspx

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by 

the European Union and is implemented by IMO

THANK YOU

http://www.imo.org/en/OurWork/Environment/PollutionPrevention/AirPollution/Pages/Computer-based-model-to-appraise-the-technical-and-operational-energy-efficiency-measures-for-ships.aspx
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What is shaft generator system?

Shaft generator is a clean source of power, 

which means it does not burn any fuel to 

generate power, and for the same reason it 

is also called the green source of power.

Type

1.GCR type (Gear Constant Ratio)

2.RCF type (RENK Constant Frequency)

3.CFE type (Constant Frequency Electrical)

Mode of operation

• PTO mode

• PTI booster mode

• PTH mode

• Hybrid mode

[Example of a Hybrid Propulsion]

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

What is shaft generator system?

• PTO mode

• Selected for transit sailing

• M/E 

☞ Ship’s propulsion & electric power for ship’s consumers

☞ Running in high loading with low SFOC & Min. emissions

• Gen-set switched off

☞ Prolongs the maintenance period of the gen-sets

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

What is shaft generator system?

• PTI booster mode

• For max. speed

• M/E & Gen-set with El. motor ☞ propeller 

• Increase the flexibility of the propulsion system for peak loads

• Require larger auxiliary engine

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

What is shaft generator system?

• PTH mode

• For redundant alternative propulsion for emergency operation

☞ Chemical tanker, Passenger ship 

• When the main engine is not operating

☞ Gen-set with El. motor  propeller

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

What is shaft generator system?

• Hybrid mode

• Electric machine

☞ alternator & propulsion motor (PTO ↔ PTI)

• Maximizes both propeller & engine efficiencies

• Reduce exhaust emissions

• Increase the flexibility of M/E & gen-sets

Hybrid
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Vessels using shaft generator 
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S/G vessels

Total vessels

• Rate : 
𝑆/𝐺 𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑠
x 100 [%]

Built
year

`01 `02 `03 `04 `05 `06 `07 `08 `09 `10 `11 `12 `13 `14 `15 `16

Total

vessels
1,578 1,777 1,825 2,118 2,490 2,857 3,153 3,818 4,170 4,243 4,205 4,108 3,233 2,819 2,562 2,094

Vessels 
with S/G 

106 131 121 125 218 259 317 342 358 405 362 298 224 202 159 110

Rate [%] 6.7 7.4 6.6 5.9 8.7 9.1 10.1 9.0 8.6 9.6 8.6 7.3 6.9 7.2 6.2 5.3

☞ Gradual increase at a steady rate of 17.79% until 2010

☞ Rapid decrease rate of 28.86% from 2010 onwards

[%]

Shaft generator installed in vessels - Clarkson’s report (Period : `01~`16)

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Vessels using shaft generator 
• Review of ship owners with S/G  ☞ On an average : 48.3 %

- Offshore vessel 

: fluctuated loads, hybrid system using S/G - benefit for this type vessel
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S/G vessels

Total vessels

• Period : 2001~2016

Owner
Arklow

Shipping
Grimaldi
Group

Bram
OTM

Swire Pac
Offshore

COSL
Wagenborg 

Shipping
ECO

Briese
Schiffahrt

s

Maersk
Line

Tidewater
Marine

Total 47 53 54 73 83 90 111 116 170 201

Vessels 
with S/G 

31 34 30 57 33 38 53 53 73 81

Rate [%] 65.9 64.2 55.6 78.1 39.8 42.2 47.8 45.7 42.9 40.3
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Vessels using shaft generator 
• Review of owned vessels with S/G

• Bulk of offshore service vessels uses S/G

• No tankers with S/G

• Period : 2001~2016

53%

15%

25%

1%

6% Vessels with S/G

Offshore Service : 254 vessels with S/G

Container : 73 vessels with S/G

Other Dry Cargo : 121 vessels with S/G

Cruise/Passenger : 4 vessels with S/G

Ro-Ro : 31 vessels with S/G

Tanker : 0 vessel with S/G

Owner
Arklow

Shipping
Grimaldi
Group

Bram
OTM

Swire Pac
Offshore

COSL
Wagenborg 

Shipping
ECO

Briese
Schiffahrt

s

Maersk
Line

Tidewater
Marine

Vessels 

with S/G 
31 34 30 57 33 38 53 53 73 81

Total 47 53 54 73 83 90 111 116 170 201
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Vessels using shaft generator 

• According to vessel type with S/G 

• Period : 2001~2016

• Rate : 
𝑆/𝐺 𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑠
x 100 [%]

Group
Offshore 
Service

Ro-Ro Container
Other

Dry Cargo
Gas

Carrier

Cruise/
Passenge

r

Tanker Misc.

Vessels with S/G 1,569 124 591 765 75 86 315 115

Total 5,330 561 3,860 6,064 1,186 1,812 8,039 9,951

Rate [%] 29.4 22.1 15.3 12.6 6.3 4.8 3.9 1.2
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Energy saving

• SFOC [g/kWh] : Specific Fuel Oil Consumption

• gram of fuel for generating one kWh

• SFOC low ☞ Efficiency high

Load (%)

Efficient

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Energy saving

Speed-power curve with operation modes

Power - speed curve

• PE ∝ V3 (speed)

• In normal operation (1)

- Propeller & S/G (PTO)

• At high speeds (2)

- Booster function

• At slow speeds (3)

- Slow Power Take In
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Cost effect
• Cost effect for sample vessel

Initial cost
[million $]

Fuel cost
[million $/year]

Maintenance cost
[million $/year]

TCO (10 years)
[million $]

CASE 1

D/G x 3 sets

S/G x 1 set
1.38 0.42 0.11 6.64

CASE 2

D/G x 3 sets
0.90 0.48 0.12 7.00

Cost saving -0.48 0.06 0.01 0.36

• Initial cost estimated $400/kW (Global maritime energy efficiency partnerships)

• HFO (MF-380) price : 361 [$] (Feb 2017 from CPC corporation)

• TCO : Total cost of ownership

• ROI : Return on investment

• M/E : 7S50ME-B8 * 1set , 11,060 kW

• Generator power : 1,000 kW

• Diesel generator : 6L23/30H Mk 2 * 3sets

• Shaft generator : PTO BW IV/GCR * 1set

• Load average in port : 110 days, 500 kW

• Load average at sea : 250 days, 900 kW

ROI : 5.7 year

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Risk

• Systems are complex

-> Need high skilled operator (operating, maintenance)

-> Increased spare part costs

• Higher load on main engine

-> Higher possibility damaged on main engine

-> SFOC increased

• CPP propeller need (PTO/GCR type)

-> Reduced CPP propeller efficiency at reduced ship speed

-> No long-time parallel running ability

Load (%)

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by 

the European Union and is implemented by IMO

THANK YOU
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• LED 

- Light Emitting Diode  

☞ Produce visible light of various wavelengths 

- LED Unit

☞ LED chip + PCB + Heat sink

Source : Glamox

What is LED?

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Efficacy of LED

• Luminous efficacy

• a measure of how well a light source 

produces visible light 

• ratio of luminous flux to power [lm/W]

• to indicate how efficient the optic is.

Source : Glamox

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

What is the advantage of LED?

• Development in efficacy (lm/W) over time

• Efficacy of the light source - increased gradually

☞ LED - expected to reach above 200 lm/W in 2020

Source: Osram

LED

Fluoresent

200

120
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What is the advantage of LED?

• Life time of LED

☞ Drop to 70 % of its initial light output  : L70 - 50,000h(6.25 yrs.)

☞ Fluorescent lamp - 10,000 hours (1.25 yrs.),  5 times less compared to LED

• LEDs last longer

☞ No movable parts or filaments 

☞ Not needed replaced as often as many conventional light sources.

Source : Glamox
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Cost Evaluation for LED Application

• Case study - VLCC

- 3 luminaires scenarios

☞ Conventional Type – with  magnetic ballast

☞ Improved Type – with electronic ballast

☞ LED

Improved

type

Conventional

type

LED Driver

Electric 

Ballast

Magnetic

Ballast

Electronic Ballast

LED
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Cost Evaluation for LED Application

-TCO (total cost of ownership) evaluation

☞ Initial luminaires' cost (material fee) 

+ Operating cost (fuel consumption) 

+ Maintenance cost (material + labor fee)

☞ Evaluation for vessel’s economic lifetime : 20 years

• WTI : abt 50 $/bbl
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Cost Evaluation for LED Application

- Summary of the TCO evaluation (for 20 years) 

☞ Saving cost of LED compared to conventional type : 0.48 million $

☞ Saving cost of LED compared to improved type : 0.28 million $

Luminaire Cost Operating Cost Maintenance Cost TCO

cost cost cost cost

Conventional 0.13 1.41 1.21 2.76

Improved 0.15 1.16 1.23 2.56

LED 0.57 0.88 0.82 2.28

(cost : million $) 
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Cost Evaluation for LED Application

- ROI (return on investment) evaluation based on LED luminaires

☞ 9.5 years compared to conventional type 

☞ 12 years compared to improved type

The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by the European Union and is implemented by the IMO

Cost Evaluation for LED Application
- Trend

☞ Proportion of LED production is higher
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Conclusion

• Advantages for LED

☞ Last longer than conventional luminaire (6.5 yrs.)

☞ Do not need to be replaced as often as conventional type (1.25yrs.)

☞ More efficient than conventional luminaire

• As the fuel oil price is increasing, the saving cost will also increase with the use of 

LED.

• Investment cost of LED will also be decreasing as technological advances.
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The Global MTCC Network (GMN) project is funded by 

the European Union and is implemented by IMO

THANK YOU



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ANNEX 5: Workshop Evaluation Analysis 
  



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MTCC-PACIFIC – Solomon Islands Workshop on Ship Energy Efficient Operations (SEEO) 

Honiara, Solomon Islands, 13-15 February, 2018 

 

 Arrangements prior to the activity 

1 Was the invitation received in good time?   Yes  No    

2 Did you receive the information listed below 
 about the event before your participation  

 on its objective and scope Yes  No   

 subject areas and programme Yes  No   

3 Were the instructions on the following     
 clear and easy to understand? 

 profile required of participant Yes  No   

 completion and submission of Yes  No   
the nomination form 

4 Did you receive logistical information on  

 venue Yes  No    
 

During the activity 

5 To cover the topics fully, was the event (please check the appropriate box)   

(1) too long  (2) just right      (3) too short      

6 How do you rate the event with regard to the following?  (tick one box in each case) 

 excellent  good satisfactory poor 

Venue     

Facilities     

Equipment     

7 How would you rate the following aspects? (tick one box in each case)   

      excellent good satisfactory poor 

Group discussion         N/A  

Group Feedback         N/A  

Discussion opportunities         N/A  

8 How would you rate the following sessions according to the day’s agenda? (tick one box in each case) 

  excellent good satisfactory poor 

Morning session          N/A  

Lunch session         N/A  

Afternoon session          N/A  
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At the end of the activity 

9 Please rate each facilitator with regard to the following (check one box in each case) 

 delivery of presentation        N/A  

 ability to guide discussions         

 effectiveness in: 

 answering questions       

 suggesting solutions to problems      
    

 
10 What topics were of most interest and relevance to your Administration? 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 
11 Are there any topics which should be added?       Yes     No   
 If yes, please list them: 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 
12 Do you consider that the objective of the event was met?    Yes     No   

13 Are the outcomes achieved likely to be useful to your     Yes     No   

 Administration? 

14 Will you have the opportunity to transfer the knowledge     Yes     No   

 gained to your colleagues at work? 
 
 
 
Comments: 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

We greatly appreciate your time in completing this evaluation questionnaire.  It contains important 
information that will assist the MTCC team in determining the success and impact of the activity.   

Thank you. 



Evaluation Questionnaire Analysis 
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Which topics were the most interest and relevance to your administration? 
 

 All of them 

 Cost savings 

 Technical assistance 

 Ship management to operation 

 Energy power efficient 

 Energy efficiency and improvement in current boat/ship 

 Operation and management of energy efficient vessels 

 MTCC related technology 

 Energy efficiency, fuel consumption, log books and selection criteria of ships to each sector 

 Ship board energy management 
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How would you rate the following aspects?

N/A Poor Satisfactory Good Excellent
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Delivery of presentation

Ability to guide discussion

effectiveness in answering queestions

effectiveness in suggestion solutions to
problems

At the end of the activity 

Poor Satisfactory Good Excellent



 

Additional Comments 

 Very good workshop in terms of more knowledge about maritime energy efficiency. 

 A great workshop indeed with much valuable insights. 

 So long that this type of workshop is a need to drive shipping to a more positive achievements. 
Need more of such to help in shipping industry. 

 Very interesting and helpful for our shipping industry. 

 At least now we are all aware of the energy efficiency or what the programme is about. 

 Participating in this workshop is highly recommendable. Definitely, I will recommend this 
workshop to my colleagues. 

 Follow up workshops recommended. 

 This workshop was well presented and achieved its objectives. 

 A very fruitful workshop which will help us a lot in the areas of work. 

 Need access to the notes. 

 Good awareness to participants especially it was a new topic to us local ship owners. Need 
ongoing training and awareness to update ship owners. 
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Were the objectives met

Were the outcomes achieved

With the knowledge gain will you share the
knowledge at work

No Yes



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ANNEX 6: Photos  
  



 

 

 

 
 

Remarks at the opening of the workshop 
 

 

 

 
 



Discussions during the workshop 
 
 

 

Group Photo 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ANNEX 7: Communication and Visibility 
Activities 

 
 









 




